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Microactuators50. Microactuators for Dual-Stage Servo Systems
in Magnetic Disk Files

This chapter discusses the design and fabrication
of electrostatic MEMS microactuators and the de-
sign of dual-stage servo systems in disk drives.
It introduces fundamental requirements of disk
drive servo systems, along with challenges posed
by storage densities increases. It describes three
potential dual-stage configurations and focuses
on actuated slider assemblies using electrostatic
MEMS microactuators. The authors discuss major
electrostatic actuator design issues, such as linear
versus rotary motion, electrostatic array configu-
ration, and differential operation. Capacitive and
piezoresistive elements may be used to sense rel-
ative slider position, while integrated gimbals and
structural isolation may prove useful in improving
performance. A detailed design example based on
a translational, micromolded actuator illustrates
several of these concepts and is accompanied by
theoretical and experimental results.

The chapter continues to discuss MEMS microac-
tuator fabrication. It describes several processes for
obtaining appropriate electrostatic devices includ-
ing micromolding, deep reactive-ion etching, and
electroplating. The primary goal of these processes
is to obtain very-high-aspect ratio structures,
which improve both actuation force and structural
robustness. Other fabrication issues, such as elec-
trical interconnect formation, material selection,
and processing cost, are also considered. Actuated
slider fabrication is compared to that of actuated
suspension and actuated head assemblies; this
includes a description of an instrumented sus-
pension, in which the suspension is instrumented
with strain sensors to improve vibration detection.

The section on controller design reviews dual-
stage servo control design architectures and
methodologies. The considerations for controller
design of MEMS microactuator dual-stage servo
systems are discussed. The details of control de-
signs using a decoupled single-input single-output
(SISO) design method and the robust mixed H2/H∞
multivariable design method of µ-synthesis are
also presented. In the decoupled design, a self-
tuning control algorithm has been developed to

compensate for the variations in the microactua-
tor’s resonance mode. In the mixed H2/H∞ design
method, controllers can use additive or parametric
uncertainties to characterize unmodeled dynamics
of the VCM and variations in the microactuator’s
resonant mode, while providing robust perfor-
mance. A comprehensive robust controller design
example using multi-rate control follows. Finally,
the chapter also introduces a dual-stage short-
span seek control scheme based on decoupled
feed-forward reference-trajectory generation.
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This chapter discusses the design and fabrication of
electrostatic microelectromechanical systems (MEMS)
microactuators, and the design of dual-stage servo sys-
tems, in disk drives. The focus of the chapter is an
actuated slider assembly using an electrostatic MEMS
microactuator. We discuss major design issues, includ-
ing linear versus rotary actuation, electrostatic array
configuration, and integrated sensing capability. We de-
scribe several fabrication processes for obtaining the
necessary devices, such as micromolding, deep reactive-
ion etching, and electroplating. Dual-stage servo control
design architectures and methodologies are then re-
viewed. We present in detail track-following controller
designs based on a sensitivity-function-decoupling
single-input single-output design methodology and the
robust µ-synthesis design methodology. Finally, we in-
troduce a two-degree-of-freedom (2-DOF) short-span
seek control design using a dual-stage actuator.

Since the first hard disk drive (HDD) was invented
in the 1950s by IBM, disk drive storage density has
been following Moore’s law, doubling roughly every
18 months. The current storage density is 10 million
times larger than that of the first HDD [50.1]. Historic-
ally, increases in storage density have been achieved by
almost equal increases in track density, the number of
tracks encircling the disk, and bit density, the number
of bits in each track. However, because of limitations
to superparamagnetism, future areal storage density in-
creases in HDDs are predicted to be achieved mainly
through an increase in track density [50.2].

Head Voice coil
motor
(VCM)

Data track

Disk Spindle
motor

Fig. 50.1 A schematic diagram of a HDD

50.4 Conclusions and Outlook ....................... 33

References .................................................. 34

Research in the HDD industry is now targeting an
areal density of one terabit per square inch. For a pre-
dicted bit aspect ratio of 4 : 1, this translates to a linear
bit density of 2 Mbits per inch (BPI) and a radial track
density of 500 k tracks per inch (TPI), which in turn im-
plies a track width of 50 nm. A simple rule of thumb
for servo design in HDDs is that three times the statisti-
cal standard deviation of the position error between the
head and the center of the data track should be less than
1/10 of the track width. Thus, to achieve such a storage
density, nanometer-level precision of the servo system
will be required.

A disk drive stores data as magnetic patterns, form-
ing bits on one or more disks. The polarity of each bit
is detected (read) or set (written) by an electromagnetic
device known as the read/write head. The job of a disk
drive’s servo system is to position the read/write head
over the bits to be read or written as they spin by on the
disk. In a conventional disk drive, this is done by sweep-
ing over the disk or disks a long arm consisting of a voice
coil motor (VCM), an E-block, suspensions, and sliders,
as shown in Figs. 50.1 and 50.2. A read/write head is
fabricated on the edge of each slider (one for each disk
surface). Each slider is supported by a suspension and
flies over the surface of a disk on an air bearing. The
VCM actuates the suspensions and sliders about a pivot
in the center of the E-block. We describe this operation
in more detail in the following section.

The key to increasing HDD servo precision is to
increase the servo control bandwidth. However, the
bandwidth of a traditional single-stage servo system,
as shown in Fig. 50.2, is limited by the multiple me-
chanical resonance modes of the pivot, the E-block, and
the suspension between the VCM and the head. Nonlin-
ear friction of the pivot bearing also limits achievable
servo precision. Dual-stage actuation, with a second
stage actuator placed between the VCM and the head,
has been proposed as a solution that would increase
servo bandwidth and precision.

Suspension

VCM

Pivot

E-block
Head

Fig. 50.2 VCM actuator in a HDD
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Several different secondary actuation forces and con-
figurations have been proposed, each having strengths
and weaknesses given the requirements of HDDs. The
dual-stage configurations can be categorized into three
groups: actuated suspension, actuated slider, and ac-

tuated head. Within these, actuation forces include
piezoelectric, electrostatic, and electromagnetic. In this
chapter, we discuss design, fabrication and control of an
electrostatic MEMS microactuator (MA) for actuated
slider dual-stage positioning.

50.1 Design of the Electrostatic Microactuator

The servo system of a hard disk drive is the mechatronic
device that locates and reads data on the disk. In essence,
it is a large arm that sweeps across the surface of the disk.
At the end of the arm is the read/write head, containing
the magnetic reading and writing elements that transfer
information to and from the disk.

50.1.1 Disk Drive Structural Requirements

The read/write head is contained in a box-like structure
known as a slider. The slider has a contoured lower
surface that acts as an air bearing between the head
and the disk. The high-velocity airflow generated by
the spinning disk pushes up on the air-bearing surface,
maintaining the slider and read/write head at a constant
distance from the disk, despite unevenness of the disk,
permitting reliable data reading and writing.

The arm over a HDD’s disk has three primary stages:
the voice-coil motor (VCM), the E-block, and the sus-
pension. In a conventional disk drive, the VCM performs
all positioning of the head, swinging it back and forth
across the disk. The E-block lies between the VCM and
the suspension and contains the pivot point. The suspen-
sion projects from the E-block over the disk as a thin
flexible structure, generally narrowing to a point at the
location of the slider.

For a disk drive servo to operate effectively, it must
maintain the read/write head at a precise height above the
disk surface and within a narrow range between the disk
tracks, which are arranged in concentric circles around
the disk. It must also be able to seek from one track on
the disk to another. Information about the track that the
head is following is encoded in sectors radiating from
the center of the disk, allowing the head to identify its
position and distance from the center of the track. To
maintain the correct flying height, the suspension must
be designed with an appropriate stiffness in the vertical
direction to balance an air-bearing force corresponding
to the slider design in use in the drive. Meanwhile, the
suspension must be flexible to roll and pitch at the slider
location to permit adaptation to unevenness of the disk

surface. This is accomplished using a gimbal structure.
The suspension as a whole, however, should not bend or
twist during the operation, as this would misdirect the
head away from the track it is following.

As data densities in HDDs increase and track widths
diminish, single-stage, conventional servo systems be-
come less able to position the head precisely. Because the
VCM/E-block/suspension assembly is large and massive
as a unit, the speed at which the head can be controlled is
limited. Furthermore, the assembly tends to have a low
natural frequency, which can accentuate vibration in the
disk drive and cause off-track errors. At track densities
in the future approaching one terabit per square inch,
the vibration induced in a disk drive by airflow alone is
enough to force the head off-track.

A solution to these problems is to complement
the VCM with a smaller, secondary actuator to form
a dual-stage servo system. The VCM continues to pro-
vide rough positioning, while the second stage actuator
does fine positioning and damps out vibration and other
disturbances. The smaller second-stage actuator can
typically be designed to have a much higher natural
frequency and be less susceptibility to vibration than the
VCM. Any actuator used in a dual-stage system should
be inexpensive to build, require little power to operate,
and preserve the stiffness properties described above that
are necessary to preserve the flying height.

50.1.2 Dual-Stage Servo Configurations

In the past six years, much research work has been ded-
icated to the exploration of suitable secondary actuators
for constructing dual-stage servo systems for HDDs.
These dual-stage configurations can be categorized into
three groups: actuated suspension, actuated slider, and
actuated head.

Actuated Suspension
In this approach, the suspension is redesigned to accom-
modate an active component, typically a piezoelectric
material. This piezoelectric material stretches or flexes
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the suspension to position the slider and magnetic head.
Piezoelectric material is an active actuation element that
produces a large actuation force but small actuation
stroke. In the actuated suspension configuration, there-
fore, the piezoelectric actuators are usually implemented
in a leverage mechanism that can convert small actuation
displacements into large head displacements. Typically
this is done by placing the piezoelectric actuators away
from the magnetic head (between the E-block and sus-
pension) so that they can have a long leverage arm to
gain mechanical amplification and produce a sufficient
magnetic-head motion. The advantage of this approach
is that the suspension can be fabricated by a conven-
tional suspension-making process, and its dual-stage
servo configuration is effective in attaining low fre-
quency runout attenuation in the positioning servo loop.
The major drawback of this approach is that the system
is still susceptible to instabilities due to the excitation of
suspension resonance modes. Thus, track-per-inch (TPI)
servo performance can be increased but remains limited
when compared to the alternative approaches. The actu-
ated suspension approach, nonetheless is expected to be
the first deployed in commercial HDDs [50.3, 4].

Actuated Slider
In this approach, a microactuator is placed between the
slider and gimbal to position the slider/magnetic heads.
The resulting servo bandwidth can be higher than the
previous approach because the secondary actuation by-
passes the mechanical resonances of the suspension.
This approach uses existing sliders and microactuators
that can be batch fabricated, and thus could be cost
effective. However, the size and mass of the micro-
actuator are significant relative to those of current sliders
and may interfere with the slider flying stability. Cur-
rent suspensions, therefore, need to be redesigned to
adopt this secondary actuator. Suitable driving forces in
this approach include electrostatic, electromagnetic, and
piezoelectric [50.5–8]. To further reduce the assembly
task of placing the microactuator in between the gim-
bal structure and slider, some researchers have proposed
microactuators that are either integrated with the gimbal
structure [50.6] or the slider [50.9].

Actuated Head
In this approach, the slider is redesigned so that the
microactuators can be placed inside the slider block and
actuate the magnetic heads with respect to the rest of
the slider body. As these microactuators are very small,
they only slightly increase the slider weight and are
thus capable of working with the current suspension as-

sembly. Researchers have successfully demonstrated the
integrated fabrication process for fabricating the elec-
trostatic microactuators and magnetic heads within one
piece of ceramic block (slider). The embedded electro-
static microactuator has its resonance close to 30 kHz
and was able to position the magnetic heads relative to
the rest of the slider body by 0.5 µm [50.10, 11]. Fully
fledged integration of slider, actuator, and read/write
head remains a challenge.

In this chapter, we focus on actuated slider con-
figurations, as they involve a great deal of interesting
microscale engineering. In particular, we will dis-
cuss electrostatic actuation, probably the most common
method of implementing microactuation in micro-
electromechanical devices. Any such microactuator will
exhibit certain features:

• a fixed base, which attaches to the suspension,• a movable platform, upon which the slider rests,• springs between the base and platform, flexible in
the direction of desired motion, and stiff in all other
directions, and• an electrostatic actuation array that generates the
force used to move the platform and slider.

Microactuators must also include a wiring scheme for
transferring signals to and from the slider and often
incorporate a structure for sensing the motion of the
slider relative to the suspension. Electrostatic micro-
actuators to be discussed in this chapter include HexSil
and deep reactive-ion etching (DRIE) fabricated actu-
ators from the University of California, Berkeley, and
electroplating-formed actuators by IBM and the Univer-
sity of Tokyo.

Electromagnetic or piezoelectric force are alterna-
tives to electrostatic actuation in the actuated slider
configuration. Electromagnetic microactuators use fer-
romagnetic films to produce a force perpendicular to
an applied electric field. This type of actuation poten-
tially has low voltage requirements but requires special
fabrication techniques to integrate the magnetic compo-
nents into the assembly. Piezoelectric microactuators use
a piezoelectric material, which expands or contracts in
response to applied voltage, to move the slider. These ac-
tuators have simple fabrication, the patterning of a piece
of piezoelectric material to sit between the suspension
and slider, but it is difficult to obtain an adequate range of
motion. A short stroke from the piezoelectric piece must
be leveraged into a much larger motion at the read/write
head. A piezoelectric microactuator has been produced
by the TDK corporation with a 0.5 µm stroke length at
10 V, with a 10 V bias [50.12].
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50.1.3 Electrostatic Microactuators:
Comb Drives versus Parallel Plates

Electrostatic microactuators have been studied as the
secondary actuators in HDDs for their relative ease of
fabrication, particularly in the actuated slider and ac-
tuated head configurations, since the structural material
only needs to be conductive rather than ferromagnetic or
piezoelectric. The electrostatic force is generated by ap-
plying a voltage difference between the moving shuttle
and a fixed stator element. Depending on the designated
motion for the shuttle, electrostatic actuators are often
categorized into two groups: comb drives and parallel
plates, as illustrated in Fig. 50.3.

The magnitude of the electrostatic force generated
equals the rate of change of energy that is retained within
the finger-like structure and varied by shuttle motion.
Therefore, the electrostatic force for comb-drive actua-
tors, in which the designated shuttle motion moves along
the x-direction, as shown in Fig. 50.3, equals

Fcomb = ∂E

∂x
= εh

2d
V 2 , (50.1)

where ε is the permittivity of air, x is the overlap between
two adjacent plates, h is plate thickness, and d is the gap
between two parallel plates. Similarly, the electrostatic
force for parallel-plate actuators is

Fparallel = ∂E

∂y
= εxh

2d2 V 2 , (50.2)

where x is the finger overlap.
As indicated in (50.1) and (50.2), the electrostatic

force for comb-drive actuators does not depend on the
displacement of the moving shuttle and thus allows
a long stroke while maintaining a constant electrostatic
force. The electrostatic force for parallel-plate actua-
tors, in contrast, is a nonlinear function of its shuttle
motion (∝ 1/d2), and the maximum stroke is limited by
the nominal gap between shuttle and stator. A longer
stroke is achieved with a larger gap, at the expense of
lower electrostatic force. For applications that require
small stroke but large force output, parallel-plate actu-
ators are preferred since the output force from parallel
plates can be x/d times larger than the force from comb
drives. The following equation (50.3) is easily derived
from (50.1) and (50.2).

Fparallel

Fcomb
= x

d
. (50.3)

A simplified second-order differential equation is
often utilized to describe the dynamic response of an

Stator

Shuttle

Parallel-plate motionComb-drive motion

Spring

h

d

x
Spring

Shuttle

Stator

y

x

Fig. 50.3 Electrostatic microactuators: comb drives versus parallel
plates

electrostatic microactuator

mẍ(t)+bẋ(t)+ Kmx(t) = F [V, x(t)] , (50.4)

where m is the mass of the moving shuttle, b is the damp-
ing coefficient of the microactuator, Km is the spring
constant of the mechanical spring that connects the mov-
ing shuttle to an anchor point, and F is the electrostatic
force that can be obtained from (50.1) and (50.2).

Differential Drives
Because electrostatic force is always attractive, elec-
trostatic microactuators need other features to actively
control the direction of shuttle motion in servo applica-
tions, as opposed to relying on the restoring force from
a mechanical spring. For this reason, the differential-
drive approach, as shown in Fig. 50.4, is frequently
adopted in electrostatic microactuator designs. Based
on the differential-drive configuration, the simplified
second-order differential equation (50.4) is rewritten
as

mẍ(t)+bẋ(t)+Kmx(t) = F [Vbias+Vdr, x0−x(t)]−
F [Vbias−Vdr, x0+x(t)] ,

(50.5)

Isolation
plug

Drive-
elektrodes

w/ isolation w/o isolation

V3

V2V1 V1 V2

V3

Drive-
elektrodes

Shuttle

Shuttle

Fig. 50.4 Differential parallel-plate actuators and electrical-iso-
lation features TS1

TS
1 Please check spelling of ’elektrodes’.
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where x0 is the nominal position of the moving shuttle. If
the differential drive is operated at the bias voltage (Vbias)
with a small perturbation voltage (Vdr), the nonlinear
force input in (50.5) can be linearized with a first-order
approximation.

mẍ(t)+bẋ(t)+ (Km − Ke)x(t) = KvVdr ,

Ke = 2
∂F

∂x
|Vbias ,

Kv = 2
∂F

∂Vdr
|Vbias . (50.6)

Here Ke represents a softening electrostatic spring con-
stant, and Kv represents the voltage-to-force gain. The
electrostatic spring constant acts as a negative spring
during the electrostatic microactuator operation, and
its value varies with the bias voltage, Vbias. When the
electrostatic spring constant Ke exceeds the spring con-
stant Km of the mechanical spring, the microactuator
becomes unstable; this is often described as pull-in
instability. As shown in (50.5) and (50.6), the differ-
ential configuration cancels the even-order harmonics
in voltage and thus linearizes the voltage–force re-
lation to some extent. Furthermore, in parallel-plate
actuators, the differential configuration reduces the non-
linearity in actuation voltage as well as in shuttle
displacement.

Electrical Isolation
Because electrostatic actuation requires multiple volt-
age levels for actuation force and position sensing (as
discussed in the following section), electrical isolation is
another challenge for designing an electrostatic micro-
actuator. Generally speaking, when multiple voltage
levels are needed in MEMS devices, electrical isola-
tion is achieved by breaking up the parts that need to
be on different voltage level and anchoring them sepa-
rately to a nonconductive substrate. This approach has
many drawbacks, not only because it requires a sub-
strate in a device but also because structures have to be
mechanically separated to be electrically isolated. The
electrical isolation problem is far more severe in parallel-
plate microactuators than comb-drive microactuators
since parallel-plate actuation generally requires differ-
ent voltage levels for stator fingers pulling in opposite
directions.

Figure 50.4 shows an example of how an electrical-
isolation feature can be utilized to increase the actuation
force output in a differential parallel-plate microactuator
design. As shown in the figure, without the proper elec-
trical isolation, drive electrodes with different voltage
potentials have to be placed in separate groups and result

in the same voltage difference between drive electrodes
and shuttle on both sides of each shuttle finger [50.5,6].
Since electrostatic forces are always attractive, gaps on
two sides of the interlaced structure cannot be made
equal, otherwise the forces on two sides of a shuttle fin-
ger will be equal and the shuttle’s movement direction
will be uncontrollable. With such electrical-isolation
features as the isolation plug, shown on the left in
Fig. 50.4, gaps in the interlaced structure can be the same
width, since different voltages can be applied on the two
sides of the shuttle fingers. As shown in Fig. 50.4, the de-
sign with integrated electrical-isolation features is more
compact than without isolation features. Consequently,
more finger structures can fit into the same amount of
space, and the actuation voltage can be reduced.

50.1.4 Position Sensing

Most proposed HDD dual-stage servo controllers utilize
only the position of the magnetic head relative to the
center of data track, known in the industry as the posi-
tion error signal, or PES, for closed-loop track-following
control. These systems have a single-input multi-output
(SIMO) control architecture. In some instances, how-
ever, it is also possible to measure the relative position
error signal (RPES) of the magnetic head relative to the
VCM. In this case, the control architecture is multi-input
multi-output (MIMO). As shown in [50.13], RPES can
be used in a MIMO controller to damp out the second-
stage actuator’s resonance mode and enhance the overall
robustness of the servo system.

Capacitive position sensing and piezoresistive pos-
ition sensing are two popular sensing mechanisms
among electrostatic microactuator designs. Each of these
sensing mechanisms is discussed in more detail in the
following sections.

Capacitive Position Sensing
Capacitive position sensing is based on shuttle move-
ment causing a capacitance change between the moving
shuttle and fixed stators. By measuring the change
in capacitance, it is possible to determine the shuttle
location relative to the fixed stator. The output volt-
age (Vo) for both differential drives in Fig. 50.5 equals
2δC/CiVs. The capacitance change due to shuttle move-
ment (dC/dx) can be derived and the output voltage (Vo)
for the comb drives and parallel plates can be formulated
as a function of shuttle displacement.

Vcomb = 2
Cs

Ci

δx

x0
Vs ,
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X

Y
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Stator

Shuttle

x0

Stator

Shuttle

Cs–δC

Differential parallel-plates

y0

Cs+δC

Cs–δC

Cs+δC
Vs

–Vs

Vs

–Vs

Vo

Ci

Vo

Differential comb-drives

Fig. 50.5 Capacitive position sensing. Comb-drive versus
parallel-plate motion

Vparallel = 2
Cs

Ci

y0δy

y2
0 − δy2

Vs ,

≈ 2
Cs

Ci

δy

y0
Vs , (50.7)

where x0 is the nominal overlap for interlaced fingers
and y0 is the nominal gap between overlapped fingers,
as shown in Fig. 50.5.

As indicated by (50.7), the voltage output for the
comb-drive sensing structure, Vcomb, is linear with
shuttle displacement. On the other hand, the sensing
configuration that makes use of the parallel-plate mo-
tion has better sensitivity for detecting shuttle motion
since y0 is usually smaller than x0. Although the nonlin-
earity in parallel-plate sensing can be linearized by the
differential drive configuration to some extent, in a de-
sign example of a 4 µm gap with a 1 µm stroke, the linear
model shown in (50.7) still produces 6% deviation from
the nonlinear model.

Among electrostatic microactuators that use cap-
acitive position sensing, the capacitance variation due
to shuttle motion (dC/dx) is typically at the level of
100 fF/µm. In order to obtain 10 nm position sensing
resolution, the capacitance-sensing circuit must be able
to detect capacitance variation of 1 fF in the presence
of parasitic capacitance and offset/mismatches from
op-amps, which can easily result in an output voltage
orders of magnitude larger than the output voltage from

the designated capacitance variation. In most capacitive
position sensing, the limiting factor for the sensing res-
olution is not the thermal noise but the sensing circuit’s
design.

Here we introduce two basic capacitance-sensing
circuits suitable for high-resolution position sens-
ing [50.14]. The concept of the synchronous scheme,
as shown in Fig. 50.6 I, is to reduce the impedance of
sense capacitors as well as the offset and 1/ f noise
from op-amps by applying modulation techniques to the
sense voltage (Vs). The Rdc resistor on the feedback
loop sets the DC voltage level at the input nodes of the
charge integrator. The effect of the presence of para-
sitic capacitance (Cp) is nullified by the virtual ground
condition from the op-amps. The major drawback of
the synchronous scheme is that the DC-setting resistor
(Rdc) has to be large to ensure the proper gain for the
capacitance sensing [50.14], which introduces exces-
sive thermal noise into the sensing circuit. In addition,
a large resistor usually consumes a large die space in
implementation.

A switched-capacitance scheme, as shown in
Fig. 50.6 II, is one alternative that avoids the use of the
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_
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+Vs

Gain

Sense Phase : ΦSN Sensing period (1/fs)

ΦRS
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II. Switched-capacitance scheme
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Fig. 50.6 Capacitive position-sensing circuits. The synchronous
scheme versus the switched-capacitance scheme
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DC-setting resistor. The capacitance-sensing period is
broken into two phases: the reset phase and sense phase.
During the reset phase, the input/output nodes of the
capacitors and the input voltage to op-amps are set to
the ground or reference level to ensure proper DC volt-
age for the charge integrator. During the sense phase, the
sense voltage ±Vs is applied to the sense capacitors, and
the amount of charge proportional to the mismatch in the
sense capacitors is integrated on the capacitor Ci, thus
producing an output voltage proportional to the capaci-
tance mismatch from the sense capacitors. This approach
replaces the large DC-setting resistor by capacitors and
switches and results in a much smaller die compared
to the synchronous scheme. Furthermore, the switching
technique allows more design flexibility for system in-
tegration and performance improvement because of the
ability to allocate separate phases for various operations.
The major drawback of this design is that it draws noise
into the sensing circuits from switches and the sampling
capacitor Ch. However, these noises can be compen-
sated by dividing the sense phase into 2 ≈ 3 sub-sense
phases [50.14], at the expense of a complicated circuit
design.

Piezoresistive Sensing
Piezoresistive films have been widely used as strain-
sensitive components in a variety of MEMS devices,
including pressure sensors and vibration sensors. Gener-
ally speaking, piezoresistive sensing techniques require
less-complicated sensing circuits and perform better in
a severe environment than other sensing techniques.
When a piezoresistive film is subjected to stress, the
film resistivity and dimensions change. The fractional
change of resistance is proportional to the deformation of
the piezoresistive film. For a small change of resistance,
this relation can be expressed as,

∆R

R
= K · ε , (50.8)

where R is the resistance of the piezoresistive film, K
is its gage factor and ε is the strain. In microactuator
designs, the piezoresistive film is usually applied to the
spring structure that connects the moving shuttle to an
anchor point. When the shuttle moves, it stretches the
spring as well as the piezoresistive film; consequently,
the piezoresistive film produces a deformation signal
proportional to the shuttle displacements. As a result,
piezoresistive sensing is easier to implement than ca-
pacitive position sensing, but the sensing resolution is
usually lower due to the larger thermal noise introduced
by the resistance of the piezoresistive film.

Another application of piezoresistive sensing, aside
from measuring relative slider position, is to detect vi-
bration in the suspension itself. The idea is to sense
airflow-induced vibration of the suspension and feed that
information forward to an actuated slider to damp out
motion at the head. Piezoresistors used for this purpose
can be made from metal or semiconductor materials, ar-
ranged as a strip or series of strips oriented along the
direction of vibration strain. It is important that these
sensors observe all vibration modes that contribute to
off-track error, so a number of optimization schemes
for locating the sensors have been developed [50.15].
One method is to maximize the minimum eigenvalue
of the observability matrix of the sensor or sensors.
This ensures that all relevant modes are observed. An-
other method is to minimize a linear quadratic Gaussian
control problem over potential sensor locations [50.16].
This serves to determine an optimal placement from the
perspective of a linear controller.

50.1.5 Piezoelectric Sensing

Piezoelectric materials are also widely used to build
sensors such as surface-acoustic-wave devices, pressure
sensors and accelerometers. Devices fabricated from
piezoelectric materials are energy convertors that con-
vert mechanical to electrical energy and vice versa.
Depending on how the devices are used, they can be uti-
lized as sensors or as actuators. When acting as sensors,
the external stress causes electrical asymmetry inside
the material structure. As a consequence, charges are
generated to compensate the asymmetry. The amount of
generated charge depends both on the applied force and
the crystal structure of the material. This phenomenon,
called the direct piezoelectric effect, is usually expressed
in an orthogonal coordinate system as

Di = dij Tj + εT
ik Ek , (50.9)

where Di , dij , Tj , εT
ik and Ek are the electric displace-

ment, piezoelectric constant, stress, dielectric constant
and electric field, respectively. The superscript T, denot-
ing the dielectric constant εik, is measured at constant
stress. The subscripts i and k take the values 1, 2, 3 while
j takes the values 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and the summation con-
vention is used for repeated indices. The piezoelectric
constant dij represents how electrical displacement, in
charge per unit area, is related to the external force.
For example, d33 is the proportional constant that de-
scribes the amount charge generated on the surfaces
perpendicular to the direction of applied stress.
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Piezoelectric sensors have very different character-
istics to piezoresistive materials. They have less intrinsic
thermal noise, which enables them to achieve better res-
olution and larger dynamic range. While piezoresistors
are especially good at static measurements, piezoelectric
sensors are capable of resolving vibration signals over a
wide frequency range. Piezoelectric materials can also
be made into modal sensors [50.17, 18], which are used
to detect vibrations at specific frequencies. These char-
acteristics of piezoelectric materials make them ideal
candidates for vibration sensors at the MEMS scale. The
chief disadvantages to piezoelectric sensing are com-
plex processing requirements and the need for precise
circuitry to condition and amplify the sensing signals
if ultra-high resolution is desirable, as piezoelectric
sensors are very sensitive to parasitic capacitances.

50.1.6 Electrostatic Microactuator Designs
for Disk Drives

Various electrostatic microactuators have been designed
for secondary actuation in HDDs. To incorporate an
electrostatic microactuator into a HDD without alter-
ing much of the current suspension configuration, many
design constraints are imposed. In this section, we will
first discuss some design issues and then present one
specific design example.

Translational Microactuators
versus Rotary Microactuators

Depending on the motion of the magnetic head actuated,
microactuator designs are categorized into two groups:
translational actuators and rotary actuators. Either type
can be implemented by comb-drive [50.8,19] or parallel-
plate [50.5, 6, 20] actuation.

When employing a translational microactuator in
a dual-stage HDD servo, previous research [50.13] has
shown that a force coupling between the suspension
and the translational microactuator exists, consisting of
transmitted actuation force from the VCM and suspen-
sion vibration induced by windage. The force coupling
from the VCM not only complicates the dual-stage
servo controller but also imposes a design constraint on
a translational microactuator design, in that the transla-
tional microactuator has to provide a large force output
to counterbalance the coupling force. When the VCM
makes a large movement, as in seeking a new data
track, the microactuator may be overpowered. One so-
lution is to pull the actuator to one side and lock it
momentarily in place. Even then, the use of the two
actuation-stages must be carefully coordinated to mod-

erate the influence of the VCM on the microactuator.
On the other hand, the linear springs in the translational
microactuator can also aid in damping out motion of the
suspension. The portion of suspension vibration induced
by windage mostly consists of high-frequency excita-
tion, so the resulting magnetic head’s position error
can be passively attenuated by low-resonant-frequency
translational microactuators. This suppression makes
translational microactuators preferable during track-
following control.

Generally speaking, rotary actuators are more dif-
ficult to design/analyze than translational actuators
because of their nonuniform gap between the shuttle
and stator. Still, their different operating properties have
both strengths and weaknesses. Unlike a translational
actuator, no obvious force coupling is transmitted from
the suspension to a rotary actuator, as the microactuator
is nearly always attached to the end of suspension at the
microactuator’s center of rotation, which acts as a pivot
point. With no mechanical coupling, the dual-stage servo
system using a rotary microactuator does not suffer from
the force coupling between VCM and microactuator
seen in translational designs. However, the rotary micro-
actuator has to compensate for the magnetic head’s
position error induced by suspension vibration with-
out any passive attenuation of the vibration. Overall,
a rotary actuator is likely to behave better than a trans-
lational microactuator during track seeking and worse
during track following.

Gimballed Microactuator Design
Proper flying height and orientation of a slider and
read/write head over a hard disk is maintained by
the interaction of the suspension, the air bearing of
the slider, and a gimbal structure. The gimbal struc-
ture is located at the tip of the suspension and holds
the slider/microactuator in its center coupon. The dy-
namic characteristic requirements of gimbal structures
are that they be flexible in pitch and roll motion but
stiff to in-plane and out-of-plane bending motion. To
meet all these requirements using only one piece of
metal is a highly challenging task. For this reason, most
commercially available suspension/gimbal designs con-
sist of two to four pieces of steel, each with different
thickness.

The goal of a gimballed microactuator design is
to integrate an actuator and gimbal seamlessly into
a one-piece structure, as shown in Fig. 50.7, to simplify
both suspension design and HDD assembly. A fully in-
tegrated suspension that includes suspension, gimbal,
and microactuators in one part has also been pro-
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Gimbal torsion bars

Fig. 50.7 Schematics of translational microactuator versus rotary
microactuator. Courtesy of Lilac Muller CE2

posed [50.21]. The dimple structure, existing in most
current gimbal structures, is excluded from the gim-
balled microactuator design, and electrical interconnects
are in situ fabricated on the gimballed microactuator, re-

Pico-
slider

Fixed
stator

Parallel-
plates
actuation

Moving
shuttle

Fig. 50.8 Pico-slider mounted on a translational microactuator.
Courtesy of Horsely 1998 CE2

Table 50.1 Parameters of the electrostatic microactuator design by Horsley 1998 [50.5]

Parameters Source* Value

Nominal gap D 10 µm

Structure thickness D 45 µm

Rotor mass, m I 44 µg

dC/dx C 68 fF/µm

Actuation voltage, bias voltage D 40 V

Actuation voltage, maximum driving voltage D ±40 V

Voltage-to-force gain, Kv I 50 nN/V

Mechanical spring constant, Km I 29 N/m

Electrostatic spring constant, Ke I 9.6 N/m

Damping coefficient, b I 1.03 × 10−4 N/(m/s)

Voltage-to-position DC gain M 0.05 µm/V

Resonance frequency, wr M 550 Hz
∗ D = design value, C = calculation, M = measurement, I = inferred from measurements

placing the flexible cable in the current HDD suspension
assembly.

The dimple structure in current suspension assem-
blies provides out-of-plane stiffness while preserving the
necessary torsional compliance in the gimbal structure.
Without a dimple structure in the suspension assembly,
the gimbal itself must provide high out-of-plane bending
stiffness. Otherwise, it would unbalance the suspension
preload, which is an overbend of the suspension that
balances the upward air-bearing force on the suspen-
sion during operation. The electrical interconnects are
implemented to transmit data between magnetic heads,
located at the center coupon of the gimbal structure,
and IC CE

3 circuits located at the end of the suspen-
sion. The electrical interconnects fabricated in situ are
inevitably passed through torsion bars of the gimbal and
thus set a design constraint for the minimum width of
the torsional bars. Furthermore, the gimbal structure and
microactuator should be the same thickness to simplify
the MEMS fabrication process.

To summarize the design constrains discussed above,
the integrated gimbal structure has to meet performance
requirements with a single, uniform piece of material
that would previously have been achieved by two to
four metal pieces with different thicknesses, while the
minimum width of any torsion bars used is predeter-
mined. To solve this problem, Muller [50.6] proposed
a T-shaped structure (a beam structure with an overhang-
ing surface sheet) for the torsion bars, and Chen [50.21]
proposed double-flexured torsion bars. Additionally,
many suspension manufacturers have developed new
gimbal structures for their suspensions designed specif-
ically for use with MEMS microactuators, moving
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the gimbal location back to the suspension from the
microactuator.

An Electrostatic Microactuator Design Example
Figure 50.8 shows a translational microactuator de-
sign suitable for the HDD dual-stage actuation by
Horsley in 1998 [50.5]. The translational electro-
static microactuator dimensions are 2.2 mm × 2.0 mm ×
0.045 mm and the weight is 67 µg. The dimen-
sions of the pico-slider on the top are 1.2 mm ×
1.0 mm × 0.3 mm and the weight is 1.6 mg. This micro-
actuator design does not include electrical-isolation
features, and thus the electrical isolation and elec-
trical interconnects were fabricated on a separate
substrate and subsequently bonded to the micro-
actuator. This microactuator uses parallel plates for the
actuation force but does not have dedicated position-
sensing structures due to fabrication process limitations.
Table 50.1 summarizes the key parameters of this micro-
actuator design.

Based on these parameters, the characteristics of this
electrostatic microactuator can be estimated by the linear
differential equation shown in (50.6).

Figure 50.9 shows the schematics of a circuit
design by Wongkomet in 1998 [50.14], in which
the actuation driving voltage and capacitive posi-
tion sensing were implemented for the electrostatic
microactuator designed by Horsley. As mentioned be-
fore, the electrostatic microactuator design does not
have a dedicated structure for a position sensing;

Charge
 pump

Charge
 pump

   Actuation
driving circuit Gain Buf-

fer

Position sensing circuit
Electrostatic
microactuatorDriving circuit

ΦRS

Cs–

Vdr

ΦSN1 ΦSN2
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+40 V

+40 ~ – 40 V

– 40 V Cp0

Fig. 50.9 A simplified schematic including driving and sensing circuits for the electrostatic microactuator. Courtesy of
Wongkomet 1998 CE2

as a consequence, the input nodes for actuation and
output nodes for capacitive position sensing have to
share the same electrodes. The capacitors Cc and
Cc0, shown in Fig. 50.9, are carefully designed to
shield the high voltage presented in the actuation
circuit from the sensing circuit, which is mostly
low voltage, and thus enable driving/sensing circuit
integration.

The driving circuit, shown in the left in Fig. 50.9,
demonstrates how to generate the bias voltage (Vbias,
±40 V) and drive voltage (Vdr, −40–+40 V) from
0–5 V complementary metal oxide semiconductor
(CMOS)-compatible circuits. The switches at the out-
put of the charge pumps were synchronized with the
switching period φRS. During the sense phases φSN1
and φSN2, therefore, the switches are left open and thus
no voltage fluctuation is seen by the sensing circuits.
This arrangement was utilized to reduce feed-through
from the driving circuit to the position-sensing circuit.

The design target for the capacitive position-sensing
circuit was to achieve a position-sensing resolution of
10 nm, and this goal was approached by two main tech-
niques implemented in the circuit: differential sensing
and correlated double sampling (CDS). The main ben-
efits of the differential sensing scheme are reduced
noise coupling and feed-through, elimination of even-
order harmonics, and improvement of dynamic range
by doubling the output swing. To adapt this differential
sensing scheme in a differential parallel-plate electro-
static microactuator, a bias voltage (Vbias) was applied
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Fig. 50.10 Open-loop and closed-loop frequency response of the
prototype microactuator with a pico-slider. The capacitive position
measurement (solid line) is compared to the measurements from
LDV (dashed line). Courtesy of Wongkomet CE2

to the stator and the drive voltage (Vdr) was applied to
the shuttle. The CDS technique, a modified capacitance-
sensing technique based on the switched-capacitance
scheme, was implemented along with the differential
sensing scheme to compensate for sensing noises, in-
cluding 1/ f , KT/C CE

4 , switch charge injection and
offset from the op-amps [50.14]. The concepts of CDS
can be briefly described as follows. The sense period
is broken into three phases: one reset phase, φRS, and
two sense phases, φSN1 and φSN2. During the φRS sense
phase, the voltages for the capacitors and input nodes to
op-amps are set to the reference level of the DC-voltage
setting for the charge integrator, the same as for the
switched-capacitance scheme discussed in Sect. 50.1.4.

During the φSN1 sense phase, a sensing voltage −Vs
is applied to the shuttle and results in a voltage differ-
ence, α(−Vs)+ Verror, across the sampling capacitor Ch,
where α is the transfer function from the sense volt-
age to the output voltage at the preamplifier, shown as
Gain in the plot, and Verror is the voltage at the output
node of the preamplifier resulting from noise, leakage
charge, and offset of op-amps. Lastly, during the φSN2
sense phase, the sensing voltage is switched from −Vs
to Vs and the switch next to Ch is switched open. This
results in a voltage output α(Vs)+ Verror at the output
node of the preamplifier and a voltage, 2α(Vs), at the in-
put node of the buffer. As a consequence, the voltage
resulting from the sensing error (Verror), which appears
at the output node of the preamplifier, disappears from
the voltage-input node to the buffer. The switches uti-
lized in the circuit and their corresponding timings are
shown in Fig. 50.9. Be aware that, for simplicity of pre-
sentation, components in the preamplifier and buffer are
not shown in detail in Fig. 50.9.

The frequency response, both open-loop and closed-
loop with a PD CE

5 controller, of the electrostatic
microactuator measured by a capacitive position sensing
circuit is shown in Fig. 50.10. The position mea-
surements from an LDV CE

6 are also shown in the
same plot for comparison. The deviation between the
measurements from the differentposition-sensing de-
vices appears in the high-frequency region of the plot
and has been identified as the feed-through from the
capacitance-sensing circuit. The effect of feed-through
was negligible in the low-frequency region but becomes
significant at high frequencies and results in a devia-
tion in magnitude for the transfer function of between
−80 dB and −90 dB above 2 kHz. The feed-through pre-
sented in the capacitance-sensing circuits limited the
position-sensing resolution to the level of 10 nm.

50.2 Fabrication

While there are several approaches to building electro-
static microactuators suitable for hard disk drives, they
all exhibit certain common features from a fabrication
standpoint.

50.2.1 Basic Requirements

As we discussed earlier, nearly all electrostatic micro-
actuators rely on a system of interlaced fingers or plates
to provide actuation force. As a result, a method for

producing arrays of these fingers or plates with narrow
gaps between them is usually the central concern in de-
veloping a fabrication process. The resulting structure
must then be strong enough to support both the slider
on the microactuator and the microactuator on the sus-
pension, particularly when loaded by the air bearing
that supports the slider above the hard drive’s spin-
ning disk. In addition, the design and fabrication process
must include a way to perform electrical interconnection
on the microactuator. This involves transferring signals
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to and from the actuator and slider and isolating the
parts of the microactuator that require different voltage
levels.

Meanwhile, the microfabrication process is subject
to certain basic constraints. The materials used in its
fabrication must either be thermally and chemically
compatible with any processing steps that take place af-
ter their deposition or must somehow be protected during
steps that would damage them. This often constrains the
choice of materials, deposition techniques, and process-
ing order for microdevices. Another concern is that the
surface of the structure be planar within photoresist spin-
ning capabilities and lithography depth-of-focus limits
if patterning is to be performed. This can be a major
challenge for disk drive microactuators, which are large
in size and feature high-aspect-ratio trenches compared
to other MEMS devices.

50.2.2 Electrostatic Microactuator
Fabrication Example 1

Section 50.1.5 described the design and operation of
a translational electrostatic microactuator. This section
examines the fabrication process by which that micro-
actuator was built [50.5]. The process is a variation on
a micromolding process known as HexSil [50.22]. In
a micromolding process, a mold wafer defines the struc-
ture of the microactuator and may be reused many times
like dies in macro-scale molding; in the HexSil version
of the procedure, the mechanical parts of the micro-
actuator are formed in the mold by polysilicon. A second
wafer is used to create metalized, patterned target dies.
Upon extraction from the mold, the HexSil structure is
bonded to this target substrate, which is patterned to
determine which sections of the HexSil structure are
electrically connected.

Naturally, the mold wafer is the first item to be pro-
cessed and is quite simple. It is a negative image of the
desired structure, etched down into the wafer’s surface,
as shown in Fig. 50.11a. A deep but very straight etch
is critical for successful fabrication and subsequent op-
eration of the devices. If the trench is too badly bowed
or is undercut, the finished devices will become stuck
in the mold and difficult to release. On the other hand,
a tall device will have a larger electrostatic array area,
will generate more force, and be better able to support
a slider while in a disk drive.

Fabrication of the HexSil structure forms the ma-
jority of the processing sequence Fig. 50.11b–g. HexSil
fabrication begins by coating the surface of the mold
wafer with a sacrificial silicon oxide. This layer, de-

upside down

Etch trenches for mold

Coat with SiO2

Refill with polysilicon

Pattern polysilicon

Evaporate Cr/Cu seed layer

Electroplate Pads

Remove seed layer, oxide

Bond to target substrate

Lightly doped silicon

Highly doped silicon

Copper

LPCVD oxide

Cr/Cu seed layer

Photoresist

Indium

a)

f)

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

g)

h)

Fig. 50.11 Fabrication example 1: HexSil

posited by low-pressure chemical vapor deposition
(LPCVD), must coat all surfaces of the mold, so that
removal of the oxide at the end of the process will
leave the device completely free of the mold. This
microactuator uses a 3–4 µm-thick oxide layer to en-
sure clearance between the polysilicon structure and the
trench walls during release. The mold is then refilled
completely with LPCVD polysilicon, which will form
the desired mechanical structure. Polysilicon is chosen
for its conductivity and good conformality in refilling
trenches. This also leaves a planar surface ready for
photolithography to cover the bonding locations. After
the lithography step, the polysilicon deposited on top of
the wafer is removed except where the bonding points
were defined.

The structure is then prepared for bonding by form-
ing a soldering surface. First a chrome/copper seed layer
is evaporated onto the surface of the wafer. The chrome
promotes copper adhesion to the silicon, while the cop-
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per forms the starting point for electroplating. The seed
layer is covered with photoresist, which is cleared only
in the locations where contacts are desired. There, elec-
troplating will produce a metal film, forming soldering
points for the device to the target substrate that will form
its base. In this case, copper is used as the plating mater-
ial, thanks to its high conductivity and solderability. The
device is released from the mold by ion milling away
the thin seed layer, then dissolving the oxide lining with
a hydrofluoric (HF) acid wet etch. The free-standing por-
tion of the microactuator is thus ready for bonding to the
target. The mold, meanwhile, may be used again after
a simple cleaning step.

The target substrate may be prepared in several ways.
The target shown above consists simply of indium solder
bumps and interconnects on a patterned seed layer; this
is known as a plating bus arrangement. The seed layer is
used for the same reasons as on the HexSil structure, but
in this case the seed layer is patterned immediately, with
the unwanted portions removed by sputter etching. This
provides isolation where desired without having to etch
the seed layer after the indium is in place. Photoresist is
spun again and patterned to uncover the remaining seed
layer. A layer of indium is then electroplated everywhere
the seed layer is visible. Indium acts as the solder when
the two parts of the microactuator are pressed together,
forming a cold weld to the copper at 200–300 MPa, as
shown in Fig. 50.11h, that was found suitable for hard
disk requirements.

SpringSpring Sensing capacitor Cs+

Sensing capacitor Cs– SpringSpring

Driving
array

Driving
array

Fig. 50.12 Translational high-aspect-ratio microactuator

50.2.3 Electrostatic Microactuator
Fabrication Example 2

The high-aspect ratio microactuator described in this
section is in development at the University of Cal-
ifornia, Berkeley, and demonstrates another way to
create the features required of an actuated slider. The
microactuator is translational, with parallel-plate actua-
tion, and includes two of the design options described
previously: integrated isolation plugs, as described in
Sect. 50.1.3, and a capacitive sensing array, as described
in Sect. 50.1.4. A picture of the basic design is shown in
Fig. 50.12; a central shuttle holding the slider is sup-
ported by four folded-flexure springs and driven by
parallel-plate arrays.

Basic Process: Silicon-on-Insulator
Successful processing of the design is centered around
the ability to etch very straight, narrow trenches us-
ing deep reactive-ion etching (DRIE). DRIE is a special
plasma etching sequence that uses polymerization of
the sidewalls of a trench to keep the walls straight
even at extreme aspect ratios. Deep, narrow trenches
make possible a microactuator with both closely packed
electrostatic arrays and good mechanical strength. Con-
ventional surface micromaching is used to produce the
majority of the electrical interconnects.

The basic fabrication process uses a silicon-on-
insulator (SOI) wafer to control the DRIE trench depth.
SOI wafers are very useful in microfabrication as they
provide a layer of single-crystal silicon (the device layer)
separated from the bulk of the wafer (the handle layer)
by a thin layer of buried silicon oxide. This gives a very
well-controlled thickness to the finished device but is
very expensive. The microactuators described here are
fabricated from an SOI wafer with a 100 µm device
layer. A variation on the processing sequence and layout
eliminates the need for SOI wafers and will be discussed
in the following section.

The first stage of fabrication is the creation of deep
isolation trenches (see Fig. 50.13a–c). This procedure
has been adapted to MEMS from integrated circuit pro-
cessing for isolating thick MEMS structures [50.23].
The isolation pattern is formed by photolithography and
etched by DRIE down to the buried oxide. With trenches
only 2 µm wide, this corresponds to an aspect ratio of
50 : 1. The wafer surface and trenches are then coated
with LPCVD silicon nitride, which acts as the electrical
insulator. The trench is then refilled in its entirety with
LPCVD polysilicon, which is a more conformal mater-
ial that better fills the trench than silicon nitride would
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alone; polysilicon also has much lower residual stresses
than silicon nitride. The refill leaves a layer of polysili-
con on the surface of the substrate, which must be etched
or polished back to the silicon nitride. After etch-back,
a second layer of LPCVD nitride completes the isolation
between regions.

Next, electrical interconnects are formed, as shown
in Fig. 50.13d–f. Contact holes to the substrate are de-
fined by photolithography and etched by reactive-ion
etching of the silicon nitride. Metal lines may then
be patterned directly by photolithography or formed
by lift-off. In a lift-off process, photoresist is de-
posited and patterned before the metal. The metal
is then deposited vertically, so that the sidewalls of
the resist are uncovered. Dissolving the resist allows
the metal on top to float away, leaving behind the
interconnect pattern. In the figures shown here, the in-
terconnects are formed by a metal/polysilicon stack.

DRIE of isolation trenches

Nitride & poly-Si refill

Etch back and nitride cap

Etch contact holes

Metallization

Pattern interconnect

DRIE with thick
photoresist

HF release

Copper

Thermal oxide

LPCVD oxide

Spin-on glass

Photoresist

Lightly doped silicon

Highly doped silicon

Undoped polysilicon

Silicon nitride

a) e)

b)

c)

d) h)

g)

f)

Fig. 50.13 Basic silicon-on-insulator fabrication process

Frequency (Hz)

Displacement per volt
1000

100

10

1

0
100 1000 10000

16 µm spring

17 µm spring

Fig. 50.14 Dynamic response of microactuators from SOI
wafer with 16 µm and 17 µm spring widths

Fig. 50.15 Electrostatic driving array of microactuator
from SOI

A highly doped polysilicon layer provides a robust
base layer for the interconnects, while the overlay-
ing metal keeps CE

7 . The ability to isolate portions of
the substrate is useful for simplifying the interconnect
layout, as one interconnect can cross another by pass-
ing underneath it through an isolated portion of the
substrate.

Finally, structural lithography is performed and
a second etch using DRIE is done, as shown in
Fig. 50.13g. These trenches will define the shape of the
microactuator, and are larger, 4 µm wide, to allow suf-

CE
7 Please complete this sentence fragment

Editor’s or typesetter’s annotations (will be removed before the final TeX run)
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silicon-only wafer

ficient rotor travel. After this etch step, the device layer
on the SOI buried oxide consists of fully defined micro-
actuators. When the buried oxide is removed by wet
etching, the microactuator is released from the substrate
Fig. 50.13h and, after removal of the photoresist that
protected the device surface from the HF during release,
is ready for operation.

Microactuators fabricated using the above process
have been installed into a disk drive test assembly
for dual-stage controller evaluation. The frequency re-
sponses of two such microactuators, with two different
spring sizes, are shown in Fig. 50.14. Microactuator res-
onant frequencies range from 1.7 to 2.6 kHz. Thanks
to the high-aspect-ratio processing made possible by
DRIE, static displacement gains as large as 200 nm/V
are observed, with high-frequency gains exceeding
1 nm/V past 10 kHz. A picture of the electrostatic
structure used to drive this motion, with rotor fingers
on the right and stator fingers on the left, divided
down the center by isolation trenches, is shown in
Fig. 50.15.

An alternative fabrication approach is to build the
microactuator from a regular silicon wafer (≈ 550 µm
thick), but then, since the microactuator should not be
more than 100 µm thick to fit in a HDD, etch away
the back side of the wafer to obtain devices of that
size. The main reason for using a silicon-only wafer
is to reduce the need for expensive SOI wafers, which
cost approximately ten times as much as single-material
wafers. Another benefit is the elimination of the need
for etch holes to reach the buried oxide layer, which
increase the vulnerability of microactuators to particle
or moisture contamination. However, the thickness of
the devices cannot be controlled as accurately as with
the SOI process, and the processing sequence is more
complicated.

Control of back-side etching is difficult, making it
hard to obtain devices with uniform thickness across
a wafer. A proposed solution is to use an anisotropic
wet etchant during the back-side etch step. Anisotropic
etchants work very slowly on certain crystal planes of
a single-crystal silicon wafer; a coating on trench side-
walls can protect fast-etching planes when the etchant
reaches the trenches from the back, causing slow-etching
crystal planes to begin to come together, which slows
the etch. The result is a nearly self-stopping etch with
a V-shaped profile that prevents overetching even in the
presence of nonuniformities in etch rate and trench depth
across the wafer. The most common anisotropic etchants
are potassium hydroxide (KOH) and tetramethyl am-
monium hydroxide (TMAH). This release process is

Fig. 50.16 Microactuator with integrated gimbal fabricated
by ABR

referred to here as an anisotropic back-side release
(ABR).

The key to a good release by this method it to pro-
vide reliable protection of the top of the wafer and the
deep trenches from the etchant. The most effective etch
barriers are silicon nitride (for KOH or TMAH) or ther-
mally grown silicon oxide (for TMAH). However, these
films are typically deposited using high-temperature
processes, which preclude the use of most metals. Mi-
croactuators produced by this method have a similar
process flow to those described in the previous section,
but the metal layer of the surface interconnects is omit-
ted, as shown in Fig. 50.14a. The wafers are then coated
with silicon nitride, which is removed from the back side
of the wafer by plasma etching. An anisotropic etchant
removes the bulk of the silicon wafer, and finally the
protective nitride is removed from the front side of the
wafer using HF acid.

A prototype microactuator with integrated gimbal
fabricated using ABR is shown in Fig. 50.16. This pro-
totype was operated with a 30 V DC bias and ±8 V AC
driving voltage for ±1 µm displacement.

50.2.4 Other Fabrication Processes

Where the DRIE-based process described above digs
the microactuator out of a wafer, a procedure developed
by IBM grows a microactuator with high-aspect-ratio
trenches on top of a wafer [50.24].
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IBM Electroplated Microactuator
The microactuator is fabricated by a clever sequence of
electroplating steps and sacrificial depositions. A sac-
rificial oxide film is first patterned then covered with
a metal seed layer. When later removed, the sacrificial
film will have left a gap between the microactuator and
substrate portions of the microactuator needed to move
freely. A polymer, 40 µm thick, is spun onto the wafer
and patterned with a reverse image of the main struc-
tural layer. Trenches are etched down to the sacrificial
layer by plasma etching then refilled by electroplating,
much like micromolding. Another sacrificial polymer,
a photoresist this time, separates the top of the fixed por-
tions of the structure from the platform upon which the
slider will sit, while conveniently planarizing the sur-
face for further lithography. The platform is created by
two more electroplating steps on top of the parts of the
structure that will move freely. Removal of the sacrifi-
cial layers (photoresist, polymer, and oxide) releases the
microactuator for use.

This process has been used to produce both rotary
and linear microactuators and is comparatively advanced
from a commercial standpoint. The resulting devices are
thinner than those described in the previous example, but
a similar aspect ratio (20 : 1) can be achieved. This pro-
cedure also has the benefits of being a low-temperature
process, which helps decrease processing cost and is
compatible with the thin-film magnetic-head manufac-
turing process. Moreover, it includes an upper structure
that covers the fingers, which improves device reliability
by shielding the fingers from particles.

Additional fabrication details and dynamic testing
results for the IBM design may be found in refer-
ences [50.24] and [50.25]. A microactuator fabricated by
this process has demonstrated an open-loop bandwidth
of 8 kHz after installation into a hard disk drive [50.26].
Certain closed-loop control results for such a microac-
tuator are described in Sect. 50.3.2.

Electroplated Microactuators with Fine Gaps
Finally, fabrication processes developed at the Univer-
sity of Tokyo demonstrate additional techniques for
obtaining very small gaps between electrostatic fin-
gers [50.27]. Similar to the IBM process, electrostatic
fingers are electroplated, in this case by nickel, within
a polymer pattern. The gap between closely spaced fin-
gers, however, is then formed by a sacrificial metal.
Photoresist is used to cover the fingers except for the sur-
faces where a small gap is desired; these are electroplated
with sacrificial copper, making narrow, well-defined
gaps possible, in perhaps the most reliable of the pro-

cesses described here. Continuing with a second nickel
electroplating step creates the interlaced fingers, which
will also support the slider; the wafer is polished down to
the level of the structure. Finally the copper, photoresist,
and seed layer are etched away, leaving the free-standing
structure.

In another version of process, photoresist alone sep-
arates the stator and rotor fingers. In this case, a thin
layer of photoresist is left where small gaps are desired,
instead of growing a layer of copper. This method is
dependent on excellent alignment but can eliminate the
need for polishing after the second electroplating step.

50.2.5 Suspension-Level Fabrication
Processes

The long, highly integrated fabrication processes re-
quired by actuated slider microactuators contrast greatly
with the fabrication of actuated suspension microactu-
ators and instrumented suspension, though the material
requirements and environments of the suspension add
interesting challenges to the use of such devices.

PZT Actuated Suspensions
In most cases, actuated suspensions use piezoelectric
(lead zirconate titanate, PZT) drivers cut or etched as
single, homogeneous pieces and attached to the steel
suspension. Nevertheless, microfabrication techniques
can still be useful in suspension processing. For exam-
ple, some recent suspensions have used thin-film PZT
deposited on a substrate by sputtering or spinning on of
a sol–gel for incorporation in a suspension. This is in-
tended to produce higher-quality PZT films and begins
to introduce MEMS-style processing techniques even
into suspension-scale manufacturing [50.28, 29].

Integrated Silicon Suspension
Another area where silicon processing has been sug-
gested for use on a suspension is the gimbal region, or
even the entire suspension, as described in [50.21]. An
integrated silicon suspension would incorporate aspects
of both actuated suspension and actuated slider fabrica-
tion. Force is provided by four pieces of bulk PZT cut
down to size, as in other actuated suspensions, but the
rest of the suspension is fabricated from single-crystal
silicon by bulk micromachining.

The fabrication process for the integrated suspension
is the precursor to the ABR process used to fabricate the
microactuator in Sect. 50.2.3. Layers of LPCVD sili-
con nitride and polysilicon are deposited on bare silicon
wafers. The polysilicon is doped by ion implantation
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MEMS devices

Top electrode depositione)

Sensor encapsulationf)

Steel wafer bulk
micromachining

g)

Wafer passivation
and planarization

a)

Bottom electrode depositionb)

ZnO deposition and
patterning

c)

SOG insulation coating
and patterning

d)

Steel substrate

ZnO

Aluminium

Photoresist

Spin-on-glass

Fig. 50.17 Fabrication process for a zinc oxide sensor on
a steel substrate

and covered with a second layer of nitride. The outline
of the suspension and any spaces within it are then litho-
graphically patterned. After a reactive-ion nitride etch
to reach the substrate, trenches are etched by DRIE. The
trenches are then plugged with spin-on polymer for fur-
ther lithography. First, the top layer of polysilicon is
patterned into piezoresistive strips for sensing vibration.
Second, a layer of photoresist is patterned for copper
lift-off, to create metal interconnects. Last, the planariz-
ing polymer is removed, and the entire surface is coated
with silicon nitride. This final coating protects the top
surface during an anisotropic back-side wet etch, in this
case by potassium hydroxide.

Instrumented Suspensions
Finally, microfabrication techniques may be useful for
installing sensors on conventional steel suspensions, in
order to help a microactuator suppress suspension vibra-
tion. Strain gages located at key points on the suspension
can detect structural vibrations of the suspension. These
measurements may be fed forward to a microactuator
at very high sampling rates, and used to cancel out the
vibration at the read/write head. For effective opera-
tion, the strain gages must detect strain levels on the
order of 10 s of nanostrain, requiring highly sensitive
sensor materials, such as those used in microfabrica-

tion on silicon wafers. Because the sensors are built on
steel substrates to be assembled in suspensions, how-
ever, only low-temperature, low-stress microfabrication
processes are permissible. This complicates sensor fab-
rication, as does the comparatively rough surface of steel
wafers. In addition, the performance of sensors on a disk
drive suspension is very sensitive to sensor placement,
as discussed in [50.30–32].

Two types of strain sensors are currently under devel-
opment: piezoresistive strain sensors and piezoelectric
strain sensors. The critical step in sensor fabrication
is the addition of a strain-sensitive material under the
temperature and stress constraints imposed by fabrica-
tion on steel. In either case, processing begins with the
deposition of an insulating film to isolate the sensors
electrically from the steel substrate. Possible materials
include spin-on glasses, polymer films, or metal oxides.
Sensors must also include metal interconnects to provide
electrical connections to an external controller, typically
implemented through metal evaporation and patterning
or lift-off.

The function of piezoresistive strain gages is rela-
tively simple, and was discussed in Sect. 50.1.4. To build
such sensors on a steel substrate, the simplest procedure
is to deposit a piezoresistive film directly onto the wafer.
For instance, doped polysilicon may be sputtered onto
steel at low temperatures with low residual stress. Unfor-
tunately, such a film has a very high resistivity, resulting
in a very large source of thermal noise. Alternatively,
high-quality sensors may be built separately from any
piezoresistive material, such as single-crystal silicon,
then installed on the steel substrate using metal-on-metal
bonding, but this process is very expensive.

A very promising alternative to piezoresistive strain
gages is piezoelectric vibration sensors. As described
in Sect. 50.1.4, piezoelectric materials are very good at
detecting extremely small dynamic signals. In order to
fabricate piezoelectric sensors directly on steel wafers,
however, it is important to choose a material that has
good microfabrication compatibility in addition to good
piezoelectric properties. Thermal-coefficient mismatch
between steel substrates and all nonmetal materials is
especially constraining for piezoelectric materials, as
it limits the maximum permissible temperature over
the course of the fabrication process. A survey shows
that the most well-known piezoelectric material lead
zirconate titanate (PZT) does not provide sufficient pro-
cess compatibility. Not only iw it difficult to deposit,
but it also requires high temperatures for curing and
polarization. Aluminum nitride, a material commonly
used to build MEMS devices, has much better fabri-
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Fig. 50.18 Piezoelectric strain sensor on steel substrate

cation compatibility but still requires relatively high
temperatures for deposition. For instrumented suspen-
sions, zinc oxide (ZnO) has been identified as having
good process compatibility and decent piezoelectric
properties.

Zinc oxide sensor fabrication, shown in Fig. 50.17
starts with putting a spin-on glass (SOG) layer onto
a bare steel wafer. The SOG layer serves as an electrical-
insulation layer between the steel substrate and the
sensors, while also planarizing the rough steel surface
and preventing steel from oxidizing during processing.
Next, an aluminum layer is evaporated and patterned to
form the bottom electrode of the sensor. Then, a ZnO
layer is sputtered and patterned onto the electrode,
followed by the second SOG coating as another insu-
lation layer. Using the bottom electrode and ZnO as
etch stoppers, the contact holes are opened through
the SOG layer using reactive-ion etching (RIE). An-
other metal layer is then deposited to form the top
electrode and leads. To prevent leads from shorting
out accidentally during operation, the last SOG layer
is coated on the wafer to encapsulate the sensor and
leads. After the fabrication of the sensors, two more
etching steps are needed to transform steel wafers
into suspension parts. First, the residual SOG has
to be cleared out so that steel is exposed for weld-
ing during suspension assembly. Secondly, the wafer
is patterned into suspension parts and bulk micro-
machining is performed to etch through the wafer,
leaving suspension geometries at the end. The cross
section of a sensor built by this method is shown
in Fig. 50.17. A picture of a ZnO piezoelectric sen-
sor, 200 µm by 200 µm in area and 0.8 µm thick, is
shown in Fig. 50.18. Slightly larger sensors, 300 µm by

300 µm, have demonstrated strain resolutions down to
50 nanostrain.

50.2.6 Actuated Head Fabrication

Several interesting fabrication processes have been pro-
posed for another approach to creating a dual-stage disk
drive servo: the actuated head. In an actuated head,
the actuator is built into the slider and moves just the
read/write head. This could potentially eliminate many
of the mechanical limits of actuated suspensions or ac-
tuated sliders. Actuation techniques are typically similar
to those of actuated sliders, with the key complication
being the need to integrate an actuator fabrication pro-
cess with a slider fabrication process. We discuss ways
in which this might be done below.

One fabrication approach to actuating a read/write
head is to enclose an electrostatic driving array inside
a slider. The slider is built on a glass or silicon sub-
strate, beginning with the air-bearing surface (ABS),
followed by a microactuator, and then surrounded
by the remainder of the slider. The ABS is formed
by silicon oxide deposited over aluminum and ta-
pered photoresist layers that give it a contoured shape.
The majority of the ABS is then covered with pho-
toresist, while a block in the center is plated with
nickel and etched to form the electrostatic actuator.
The electrostatic microactuator, in turn, is covered
while the remainder of the slider body is electro-
plated. The slider may then be bonded to a suspension
and the ABS surface released from the substrate by
etching away the original aluminum and photoresist
surface [50.9].

The sacrificial metal technique described in
Sect. 50.2.4 is another possibility for building an elec-
trostatic array onto a slider. It can be used to form
a small array with very narrow gaps, and the process
is compatible with slider and head materials [50.33].

The third actuated-head process makes use of an
SOI wafer and silicon-based materials. For this struc-
ture, a 20 µm device layer is coated with silicon nitride.
The nitride is patterned with contact holes for connec-
tions to the substrate and used as insulation over the
rest of the device. A layer of molybdenum is sputter-
deposited to perform interconnections to both the head
and the electrostatic array. This array is formed by
DRIE to the buried oxide, using a lithographically
patterned hard mask of tetraethylorthosilicate. The re-
sult is a simple, tiny, actuator that must be bonded
to the edge of a slider after release from the SOI
wafer [50.34].
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50.3 Servo Control Design
of MEMS Microactuator Dual-Stage Servo Systems

The objective of disk drive servo control is to move the
read/write head to the desired track as quickly as possi-
ble, referred to as track-seek control, and, once on-track,
position the head on the center of the track as precisely
as possible, referred to as track-following control, so
that data can be read/written quickly and reliably. The
implementation of the servo controller relies on the pos-
ition error signal (PES), which is obtained by reading the
position information encoded on the disk’s data tracks.

50.3.1 Introduction
to Disk Drive Servo Control

The position error is also called track misregistration
(TMR) in the disk drive industry. Major TMR sources
in the track-following mode include spindle runout,
disk fluttering, bias force, external vibration/shock dis-
turbance, arm and suspension vibrations due to air
turbulence, PES noise, written-in repeatable runout, and
residual vibration due to seek/settling [50.35]. These
sources can be categorized as runout, r, input distur-
bance, d, and measurement noise, n, by the locations
they are injected into the control system, as shown in
Fig. 50.19. In Fig. 50.19, GP(s) and GC(s) represent
the disk drive actuator and the controller, respectively;
r and xp represent track runout and head position, re-
spectively.

From Fig. 50.19, the PES can be written as

PES = S(s)r + S(s)GP(s)d − S(s)n , (50.10)

where S(s) is the closed-loop sensitivity function defined
by

S(s) = 1

1+ GC(s)GP(s)
. (50.11)

The higher the bandwidth of the control system, the
higher the attenuation of the sensitivity function S(s)
below the bandwidth. Thus, one of the most effective
methods to reduce PES and increase servo precision is
to increase the control system bandwidth.

Traditional disk drive servo systems utilize a single
voice coil motor (VCM) to move the head. Multiple
structural resonance modes of the E-block arm and
the suspension located between the pivot and the head
impose a major limitation on the achievable control
bandwidth. A dual-stage servo system using a MEMS
actuated-slider microactuator can achieve high band-
width because the microactuator is located between the

–

d

GC
PESr +

GP
xP

n

Fig. 50.19 Disk-drive servo control

suspension and the slider, so actuation of the microac-
tuator does not suffer from the resonance of the pivot,
E-block, and suspension. Cooperation of a VCM and
a MEMS microactuator thus provides the possibility of
achieving higher servo bandwidth.

When the MEMS microactuator is translational, it
even has the capability of filtering out those structural
resonance modes. This feature is preferable and even
crucial when the PES has been reduced down to the order
of a few nanometers (1−σ) and airflow-excited suspen-
sion vibrations have become a significant component in
TMR. As a solution, an instrumented suspension can be
employed, and vibration information from the suspen-
sion can be fed to the VCM for feedback damping, or to
the microactuator for feed-forward compensation.

One basic task of dual-stage servo control design
is to increase the control bandwidth using the second-
stage actuator. Many design methodologies have been
developed to accomplish this objective. In this section,
we first review major dual-stage servo control design
methodologies, and then we discuss design consider-
ations for controller design of a MEMS microactuator
dual-stage servo system. As design examples, the details
of track-following control designs using a sensitivity-
function-decoupling design method and the mixed
H2/H∞ design method are presented in Sect. 50.3.3.
A comprehensive approach to robust control using
a multi-rate controller is described in Sect. 50.3.4. In
Sect. 50.3.5, we introduce a short-span seek control
scheme using a dual-stage actuator based on decoupled
feed-forward reference-trajectory generation.

50.3.2 Overview of Dual-Stage Servo
Control Design Methodologies

Various control design architectures and methodologies
have been developed for dual-stage servo control design.
They can be largely classified into two categories: those
based on decoupled or sequential single-input single-
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output (SISO) designs, and those based on modern
optimal design methodologies, such as linear quadratic
Gaussian (LQG), LQG/loop-transfer recovery (LTR),
H∞, µ-synthesis, and mixed H2/H∞ in which the dual-
stage controllers are obtained simultaneously.

Two constraints must be considered in dual-stage
servo control design. First, the contribution from each
actuator must be properly allocated. Usually the first-
stage actuator, or the coarse actuator, has a large moving
range but a low bandwidth while the second-stage actu-
ator, or the fine actuator, has a high bandwidth but small
moving range. Second, the destructive effect, in which
the two actuators fight each other by moving in opposite
directions, must be avoided.

Classical SISO Design Methodologies
Several architectures and design methodologies have
been proposed to transform the dual-stage control
design problem into decoupled or sequential multi-
ple SISO compensator design problems, for example,
master–slave design, decoupled design [50.36], PQ
method [50.37], and direct parallel design [50.38]. Fig-
ures 50.20–50.23 show the block diagrams of dual-stage
controller designs using these methods. In these figures,
G1 and G2 represent the coarse actuator (VCM) and fine
actuator (microactuator) respectively; x1 is the position
of the coarse actuator; xr is the position of the fine actua-
tor relative to the coarse actuator; xp is the total position
output; r is the reference input (runout), and PES is the
position error, e = r − xp.

Master–Slave Design. In a traditional master–slave
structure, the absolute position error is fed to the fine

x1
C1

er

–

+

G1

xp

C2 G2
xr

Fig. 50.20 Master–slave design structure

x1
C1

er

–

+

G1

xp

C2 G2
xr

+

e1

Fig. 50.21 Decoupled control design structure

actuator, and the output of the fine actuator is fed to
the coarse actuator, as shown in Fig. 50.20. The posi-
tion error will be compensated by the high-bandwidth
fine actuator. The coarse actuator will follow the fine
actuator to prevent its saturation.

Decoupled Design. Figure 50.21 shows the decoupled
design structure [50.36], which is similar to the master–
slave structure. A summation of the fine actuator output
and the position of the coarse actuator is fed the coarse
actuator. A very nice feature of this structure is that
the control system is decoupled into two independent
control loops, and the total sensitivity function is the
product of the sensitivity functions of each of the con-
trol loops [50.13]. Thus the two compensators C1 and
C2 can be designed independently. Decoupled design
is also referred to as decoupled master–slave design, or
sensitivity-function-decoupling design. In Sect. 50.3.3,
details of a track-following controller designed using
this method will be CE

8 .
Both the master–slave and the decoupled designs use

the relative position of the fine actuator, xr. If a relative
position sensor is unavailable, xr can be estimated using
a model of the fine actuator.

PQ Design Method. The PQ method is another innova-
tive design technique for control design of dual-input
single-output systems [50.37]. A block diagram of
a dual-stage control design using this method is shown
in Fig. 50.22.

In PQ design, P is defined by

P = G1

G2
, (50.12)

and a dual-stage controller can be designed in two steps.
The first involves the design of an auxiliary compen-
sator Q for plant P, which is defined by

Q = C1

C2
. (50.13)

Q is designed to parameterize the relative contribution
of the coarse and fine actuators. The 0 dB crossover

x1
C1

er

–

+

G1

xp

C2 G2
xr

e1

C0

Fig. 50.22 PQ control design structure

CE
8 Please complete this sentence
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Fig. 50.23 Parallel control design structure

frequency and phase margin of the open-loop transfer
function PQ are the design parameters in the design
of Q. At frequencies below the 0 dB crossover frequency
of PQ, the output is dominated by the coarse actuator,
while at frequencies above the 0 dB crossover frequency,
the output is dominated by the fine actuator. At the 0 dB
crossover frequency, the contributions from the two actu-
ators are equal. A large phase margin of PQ will ensure
that the two actuators will not fight each other when
their outputs are close in magnitude, thus avoiding any
destructive effects.

The second step in the PQ design methodology is
to design a compensator C0 for the SISO plant PQ such
that the bandwidth (crossover frequency), gain margin,
phase margin, and error rejection requirements of the
overall control system are satisfied.

Direct Parallel Design. It is also possible to design
the dual-stage controller directly using a parallel struc-
ture, as shown in Fig. 50.23, by imposing some design
constraints and by sequential loop closing [50.38].

The two constraints for parallel design in terms of
the PES open-loop transfer functions are [50.38]:

C1(s)G1(s)+C2(s)G2(s) → C2(s)G2(s) , (50.14)

at high frequencies and

|C1(s)G1(s)+C2(s)G2(s)| � |C2(s)G2(s)| ,

(50.15)

at low frequencies. The first constraint implies that the
open-loop frequency response of the dual-stage con-
trol system at high frequencies approximately equals
that of the fine-actuator control loop. Thus the compen-
sator C2(s) can be first designed independently as a SISO
design problem to satisfy the bandwidth, gain margin,
and phase margin requirements of the dual-stage con-
trol system. The second constraint ensures that the fine
actuator will not be saturated. Compensator C1(s) can
then be designed for the SISO plant model with the fine-
actuator control loop closed, such that the low-frequency
constraint and overall stability requirement are satisfied.

This model is defined by:

G(s) = G1(s)

1+C2(s)G2(s)
. (50.16)

A dual-stage controller for a MEMS dual-stage ac-
tuator servo system has been designed using this method
and implemented at IBM. An open-loop gain-crossover
frequency of 2.39 kHz with a gain margin of 5.6 dB and
a phase margin of 33◦ was obtained. In experimental test-
ing, a 1-σ TMR of 0.024 µm has been achieved [50.38].

Modern MIMO Design Methodologies
Since the dual-stage actuator servo system is a MIMO
system, it is natural to utilize modern MIMO opti-
mal design methodologies, such as LQG, LQG/LTR,
H∞, and µ-synthesis, to design the dual-stage con-
troller. Usually MIMO optimal designs are based on
the parallel structure shown in Fig. 50.23, augmented
with noise/disturbances models and other weighting
functions to specify the control design performance
objectives.

Linear quadratic Gaussian (LQG) control combines
a Kalman filter and optimal state feedback control
based on the separation principle. However, the Kalman
filter weakens the desirable robustness properties of
the optimal state feedback control. Linear quadratic
Gaussian/loop-transfer recovery (LQG/LTR) control re-
covers robustness by a Kalman filter redesign process.
Examples of dual-stage control designs using LQG and
LQG/LTR have been reported in [50.39–41].

µ-synthesis design methodology is based on H∞
design and further accounts for plant uncertainties dur-
ing the controller synthesis process with guaranteed
robustness. In µ-synthesis, system performance is char-
acterized by the H∞ norm of the system. However,
system performance can be more naturally characterized
by the root-mean-square (RMS) value of PES, which is
reduced to an H2 optimization problem, like the LQG
controller. In the mixed H2/H∞ design approach, sys-
tem performance is formulated as an H2 norm, and
bounds are imposed to guarantee stability robustness
to plant uncertainties. Example of dual-stage control
designs using H∞, µ-synthesis and mixed H2/H∞ de-
sign methodologies have been reported in [50.39,40,42].
A control design using mixed H2/H∞ for the MEMS mi-
croactuator dual-stage servo system will be presented in
Sect. 50.3.3.

Other advanced control theories also have been
applied to dual-stage servo control designs, such
as sliding-mode control [50.43] and neural net-
works [50.44].
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50.3.3 Servo Control and Vibration
Attenuation of a MEMS
Microactuator Dual-Stage Servo
System with an Instrumented
Suspension

System Modeling
MEMS microactuators for dual-stage servo applications
are usually designed to have a single flexure resonance
mode between approximately 1–3 kHz [50.45–47]. This
resonance mode is usually lightly damped with a damp-
ing ratio of about 0.1, and hence the microactuator is
susceptible to airflow turbulence and external distur-
bances. Capacitive sensing can be imbedded in MEMS
microactuators to measure the position of the microac-
tuator relative to the suspension tip [50.14, 45]. This
relative position signal can be utilized to damp the
microactuator’s resonance mode in order to make a well-
behaved microactuator and ease the control design that
follows [50.48].

In addition to the use of dual-stage actuators for
achieving higher servo bandwidth, instrumented suspen-
sions have also been proposed as a means of providing
information on airflow-excited suspension vibrations.
The sensor output can be used for VCM–suspension
mode damping to increase its bandwidth [50.30], or be
used for feed-forward vibration compensation by the
microactuator [50.49], or both [50.42].

The block diagram of a dual-stage system with
a MEMS microactuator and an instrumented suspen-
sion is illustrated in Fig. 50.24. In the figure, GV and
GM represents the VCM and microactuator dynamics
respectively, wv and wm are airflow disturbances acting
on the VCM and microactuator respectively, uv and um

GM

–

GC

GV

Wv

Uv

Wm

Um

Xs

Xm

Xp

Fig. 50.24 General plant for the dual-stage actuator with
an instrumented suspension

are the control inputs. xp, xs, xm, and xv are respectively
the read/write head position, the strain sensor output
from the instrumented suspension, the relative motion
output from the capacitive sensor embedded in the mi-
croactuator, and the suspension tip position. GM can be
modeled as a second-order system with the following
transfer function

GM(s) = Am

s2 +2ζmωms +ω2
m

, (50.17)

where Am, ωm and ζm are the modal constant, natural fre-
quency and damping ratio, respectively. GC represents
the coupling dynamics from xv to xp. If the microactua-
tor is rotary, GC is a constant of value 1, and xm is solely
the output of the microactuator driven by um, implying
no coupling between the two actuators [32.13]. If the
microactuator is translational, then GC can be derived
from the microactuator to be

GC(s) = 2ζmωms +ω2
m

s2 +2ζmωms +ω2
m

. (50.18)

This coupling effect implies that actuation of the VCM
will excite the microactuator dynamics, and xm then be-
comes the combined output of GV and GM. In both
cases, rotary and translational, actuation of the microac-
tuator can be assumed to have little effect on the VCM
dynamics, given the fact that the inertia of the microac-
tuator is very small compared to that of the VCM. This
assumption implies that the transfer function from um to
xv can be neglected.

Frequency (Hz)
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Fig. 50.25 Frequency responses of the dual-stage plant
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Figure 50.25 shows frequency responses of the dual-
stage plant with a translational microactuator of the
type described in Section 50.2.3. The VCM–suspension
assembly has several suspension modes in the high-
frequency range. The microactuator resonance mode is
located at about 2.2 kHz. Due to the coupling effect GC,
the responses of xp and xv from uv are different: xv is
filtered by GC in the frequency range above the microac-
tuator resonance mode. In the rotary microactuator case,
the two responses are the same, and the response from
uv to xm is always zero. This coupling/decoupling effect
makes a difference between the rotary and translational
microactuators. From the viewpoint of suspension vibra-
tion attenuation, we would like to have a soft spring and
a light damping effect, such that most high-frequency
suspension vibrations can be attenuated when passing
through the microactuator. On the other hand, we want
a stiff spring and heavy damping so that the response
from uv to xp has high gains in a wide frequency range
for effective track following by the VCM. A tradeoff is
therefore necessary between high-frequency vibration
attenuation and low-frequency track following, depend-
ing on the relative magnitude of runout, which is mainly
in the low frequency range, versus suspension vibration,
which is mainly in the high frequency range.

Minor-Loop Vibration Damping Design
When xm and xs are assumed to be available as auxil-
iary information, it is possible to first design minor-loop
vibration damping controllers before designing an outer-
loop tracking controller for the dual-stage servo system.
In addition, the two signals can be sampled at a higher
rate than that of the PES, which is determined by the
hardware configuration, so as to achieve better control
effects.

Gp

Kin

KMR

uv

xm

xp

wv

wm

x s

um
1/KMS

–

–

Fig. 50.26 Minor-loop vibration damping and compensa-
tion

Microactuator Resonance Mode Damping. The basic
use of the relative motion signal, xm, is to actively damp
the microactuator resonance mode to make for a well-
behaved microactuator and to simplify the control design
that follows. This can be implemented as a minor loop
around the microactuator, as shown in the lower part
of Fig. 50.26. Consider the discrete-time open-loop plant

GM(q−1) = q−1 B0(q−1)

A0(q−1)
, (50.19)

where q−1 is the one-step delay operator. B0(q−1) is
the plant zero polynomial, and A0(q−1) = 1+a1q−1 +
a2q−1 is the plant pole polynomial. The desired damped
microactuator can be expressed as

GMD(q−1) = q−1 B0(q−1)

AD(q−1)
. (50.20)

With the controller structure shown in Fig. 50.26, GMD
can be achieved by solving the following Diophantine
equation

AD(q−1) = A0(q−1)KMS(q−1)

+q−1 B0(q−1)KMR(q−1) . (50.21)

The closed-loop polynomial AD(q−1) is chosen by the
designer. Usually the damping coefficient for GMD is set
to one, and the natural frequency ωMR can be replaced
to achieve adequate gains in the low frequency range.

Suspension Resonance Modes Damping. After the mi-
nor loop around the microactuator is closed, a vibration
controller Kin is designed using xs to provide more
damping of the suspension resonance modes. The design
of Kin is formulated as a standard LQG problem. Con-
sider the discrete-time representation of GV as shown in
Fig. 50.26:

x(k +1) = Ax(k)+ Buv(k)+ Bwwv(k) ,

y(k) = Cx(k)+n(k) , (50.22)

where y(k) = [xv(k) xs(k)]T, and the airflow turbulence
wv(k) and measurement noise n(k) are random signals
with zero mean. In this model for controller design, only
two major suspension modes are included in order to re-
strain the controller order and to avoid high-frequency
vibration spillover. The goal of designing Kin is to
minimize the cost function

J = E
{

x2
v(k)+ Ru2

v(k)
}

, (50.23)

where E{·} is the expectation operator and R is a control
weight.
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Fig. 50.27 Frequency responses of the damped plant

Figure 50.27 shows the frequency responses of the
two damped subsystems. Two major resonance modes
of the VCM–suspension assembly and the microactuator
mode have been damped using xs and xm, respectively.
As can be seen, the frequency response from uv to
xp for the translational microactuator case has stronger
high-frequency attenuation than that for the rotary mi-
croactuator case due to the coupling effect. This implies
that the translational microactuator will behave better in
suspension vibration attenuation, which happens in the
high frequency range.

Track-Following Control Design Using the
Sensitivity-Decoupling Method

Sensitivity-Decoupling Design Methodology. The
sensitivity-decoupling design approach, originally pro-
posed in [50.36] and explored in detail in [50.13], is
popularly applied in the design of track-following con-
trollers for dual-stage systems. This approach utilizes
the PES and ym to estimate the position error of the sus-
pension tip relative to the data track center, which is also
called the VPES,

VPES = PES+ xm = r − xv , (50.24)

where r represents track runout. This configuration is il-
lustrated in Fig. 50.28a, where GPD is the damped plant,
as shown in Fig. 50.26. It can be shown that, for the
dual-stage system shown in Fig. 50.24, with a either ro-
tary or translational microactuator, it is equivalent to the
sensitivity block diagrams as shown in Fig. 50.28b and
c, where GVD and GMD are the damped versions of GV

r

xm

xp

r

r

KV

KM

GPD

PES

VPES

–

–
GVD KV GMD KM

GC1

xV xm –

PESVPES

GC2
PESVPES

GMD KM

–
GVD KV

–
xV

a)

b)

c)

Fig. 50.28 Sensitivity-decoupling design

and GM respectively, and GC1 and GC2 are derived to
be

GC1 = KMS

KMS + GM KMR
(GC −1) . (50.25)

GC2 = 1− GC1GV KV . (50.26)

The total closed-loop sensitivity from r to the PES can
then be expressed as

ST = SVGC2SM , (50.27)

where

SV = 1

1+ KVGVD
, SM = 1

1+ KMGMD
.

(50.28)

With the configuration shown in Fig. 50.28c, decoupling
the designs of KV and KM is made possible: the VCM
loop and the microactuator loop can be designed sequen-
tially using conventional SISO design techniques.

Coupling Compensation for Translational Microactu-
ators. It is worthwhile to pay special attention to the
coupling effect in this design process. The blocks, GC1
and GC2, in Fig. 50.28 are derived from the coupling
effect GC shown in Fig. 50.24 and (50.18). As can be
seen, for a rotary microactuator, GC = 1, then GC1 = 0
and GC2 = 1, implying exact decoupling between the
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Fig. 50.29 Frequency responses of GC2 and the compen-
sator KC

two minor loops in Fig. 50.28c. In the translational mi-
croactuator case, GC2 involves all plant dynamics and
designed controllers except for KM. The frequency re-
sponse of GC2 is shown in Fig. 50.29. It is seen that the
dynamics of GC2 are fairly mild: it is about 6 dB in the
region of 60–500 Hz, and close to 0 dB beyond 1 kHz.
Its phase property is mild as well: 30◦ around 60 Hz and
−30◦ around 600 Hz. This implies that, based on the KM
designed for the rotary microactuator case, a modifier,
which has similar dynamics to GC2, can be designed to
compensate for the coupling effect, yielding a sensitiv-
ity response similar to that of the rotary microactuator
case:

KMC = KMKC ≈ KMGC2 , (50.29)

where KM is the controller designed for the rotary mi-
croactuator case, KC is a modifier to compensate for
GC2, and its dynamics are also shown in Fig. 50.29 in
dashed lines.

Dual-Stage Sensitivity-Function Design. In the rotary
microactuator case, the design of KV and KM is to use
pole placement. The VCM loop sensitivity is designed to
achieve enough attenuation in the low frequency range,
to deal with large-amplitude disturbance components.
The microactuator loop sensitivity is designed to expand
the bandwidth and to achieve further attenuation of low-

0 (db)

0 (db)

0 (db)

ωVO ωMR ωC ωMC

ωVO

ωMR

ωC

ωMC

AS

Fig. 50.30 Illustration of dual-stage sensitivity ST design
CE9 CE10

frequency runout and disturbances. The compensators in
the dual-stage servo system depicted in Fig. 50.28 can
be designed by a two-step design process, as illustrated
in Fig. 50.30.

First, the VCM loop compensator, KV, is designed
to attain a desired VCM closed-loop sensitivity SV, as
shown in the top part of Fig. 50.30. Its bandwidth, ωVC
in Fig. 50.30, is generally limited by the E-block and
suspension resonance modes. The design of this com-
pensator can be accomplished using conventional SISO
frequency-shaping techniques.

The second step of the design process involves the
design of the microactuator loop compensators to attain
additional attenuation SM, as shown in the middle part
of Fig. 50.30. As mentioned in Sect. ?? TS

11 , the minor
loop compensator, KMR/KMS, is determined in order
to damp the microactuator resonance mode and place
the poles of GMD, or equivalently ωMR in Fig. 50.30, at
a desired location. The poles of GMD will become the
zeros of SM.

Finally, the microactuator loop compensator, KM,
is designed to place the poles, or equivalently ωMC in
Fig. 50.30, of the microactuator loop sensitivity SM.
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ωMC is limited by the PES sampling frequency and
computational time delay [50.50].

The total dual-stage sensitivity is shown in the
bottom part of Fig. 50.30. For a given ωMC, the addi-
tional attenuation AS, provided by the microactuator
loop, will be determined by ωMR. In our proposed
procedure, the initial value of ωMR can be chosen to
be the same as ωVC. It is then adjusted so that the
desired attenuation and phase-margin requirements of
the overall dual-stage system are satisfied. Decreas-
ing ωMR increases the low-frequency attenuation of
the closed-loop sensitivity function ST, but also gen-
erally reduces the phase margin of open-loop transfer
function GT.

Servo Design Using the Mixed H2/H∞ Design Ap-
proach. In this section, a multi-objective optimization
method, also called the mixed H2/H∞ approach, is ap-
plied to the design of tracking controllers [50.42]. Unlike
the sensitivity-decoupling approach, which proceeds se-
quentially by using SISO design techniques, the mixed
H2/H∞ approach is a MIMO design approach. It for-
mulates the optimization of tracking performance as
a H2 control problem, and stability robustness is ex-
plicitly considered by posing some H∞ norm bounds.
Figure 50.31 shows the schematic for this method.

In Fig. 50.31, GRO is the frequency-shaping func-
tion for generating track runout from the normalized
noise wr. n1 and n2 are measurement noises. Gin is the
damped plant model with the microactuator damping
and Kin closed. ∆ := diag(∆V, ∆M) represents multi-
plicative uncertainties of the nominal actuator model
and will be explained later.

Tracking-Following Error Minimization. The main ob-
jective of the dual-stage servo system is to make the PES
as small as possible, in order to achieve high areal den-
sity and low readout error rates. Since the whole system
has been adequately modeled as a stochastic system,
that is, all disturbances are modeled as random sig-
nals with Gaussian distributions, tracking performance
is normally characterized by the 3-σ value of the PES.
When all those disturbances are normalized using cor-
responding weighting functions, minimizing the RMS
value is then equivalent to minimizing the H2 norm of
the following transfer function

min RMS (PES) ⇔ min ‖Gz2w2‖2 , (50.30)

where z2 = [PES uv um]T and w2 = [wr wv wm n1 n2]T.
This is just an H2 optimization problem.

n2

n1

rw r

wv

wm

um

uv

xp

xm

Gin

GR Kout

PES

w∞ z∞

∆

_

Fig. 50.31 Multi-objective optimization

Stability Robustness Consideration. Stability robust-
ness is an important issue for practical implementation
of hard-disk servo controllers, since there always exist
uncertainties and variations in disk drives’ plant dynam-
ics. It is infeasible to fine-tune controller parameters
for each individual disk drive and actual working situ-
ations. Therefore, the designed controller should retain
stability over a large batch of drives. In other words, it
should exhibit stability robustness to plant uncertainties
and variations. To this end, both qualitative and quanti-
tative information about plant uncertainties need to be
obtained to some extent and be taken into considera-
tion during the design process. In this design example,
the plant uncertainty is modeled to be multiplicative
uncertainty in the following form:

GV(s) = GVnom(s)[1+∆V(s)WV(s)] ,

GM(s) = GMnom(s)[1+∆M(s)WM(s)] . (50.31)

Here, GVnom and GMnom are the nominal dynamics of
the VCM and microactuator, respectively. ∆V and ∆M
have been scaled by the gain bounding functions WV and
WM respectively, such that ||∆V||∞ ≤ 1, ||∆M||∞ ≤ 1.
Usually the bounding functions, WV and WM, have
large magnitudes in the high frequency range, imply-
ing more uncertainty due to unmodeled dynamics and
plant variation

WV(s) = 3s2 +3 × 104s +1.4 × 108

s2 +4.6 × 104s +1.4 × 109 ,

WM(s) = s +6.28 × 103

s +6.28 × 104
. (50.32)

To guarantee stability robustness of the closed-loop sys-
tem, the following conditions should be satisfied [50.51],

sup
ω

µ∆ [Gcl( jω)] < 1 , (50.33)
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where Gcl is the closed-loop system with Kout closed
around Gin, and µ is the structured singular value
of Gcl with respect to the uncertainty ∆. Since the
dimension of the ∆ block is only 2 in this design, con-
dition (50.33) can be approximated by setting µ-bounds
on the two uncertain channels individually, that is,
sup µ∆V [Gcl( jω)] < γV and sup µ∆M [Gcl( jω)] < γM,
with γV and γM strictly less than 1 and determined by
trial and error. The two inequalities can be further re-
duced to ||Gcl,∆V ||∞ < γV and ||Gcl,∆M ||∞ < γM when
∆V and ∆M are scalars.

Multi-objective Optimization through Linear Matrix
Inequalities (LMIs). From the above discussions, we
have shown that the multi-objective optimization prob-
lem can be cast as an H2 minimization problem with
some H∞ bounds, i. e., to design an output dynamic
feedback controller Kout such that

Kout = arg min
Kout

γ2 , (50.34)

with ‖Gz2w2‖2 < γ2 , (50.35)

‖Gz∞w∞,∆V‖∞ < γV , (50.36)

and ‖Gz∞w∞,∆M‖∞ < γM . (50.37)

This minimization problem with inequalities can be
transformed to a set of LMIs and be solved with a convex
optimization algorithm, such as SeDuMi [50.52].

The designed controller, Kout, is a MIMO controller.
Figure 50.31 shows the frequency response of Kout for
the translational microactuator case, from the PES to uv.
We can see that there is a large peak for the H2 design,
which implies the potential for poor stability robustness
due to plant variation. When the H∞ bounds are im-
posed, that peak is suppressed significantly in order to
achieve more stability robustness.

Adaptive Feed-Forward Compensation
for Suspension Vibration

As mentioned before, some suspension resonance modes
can be damped by using the strain signal xs measured
from the suspension. Actually this signal can further
be exploited to drive the microactuator to compensate
for airflow-excited suspension vibrations appearing at
xp [50.13].

Define Gws and Gwp to be the transfer functions
from wv to xs and xp respectively. We want the feed-
forward compensator, KMF, to minimize airflow-excited
vibrations at the head, i. e., to minimize

ea = GM KMFGwswv + Gwpwv . (50.38)

This scheme is different from feedback damping of the
VCM in that the motion generated by the microactua-
tor cannot directly affect the suspension outputs, xv and
xs. Instead, what it can do is to compensate for those
vibrations at the head that result from suspension vibra-
tion. It is also desirable to tune the coefficients of KMF
in real time in order to take into account the following
factors that are slowly time-varying: suspension dynam-
ics variation from drive to drive, and the dependence
of strain-sensor properties on ambient temperature and
time.

In this design, KMF assumes the form of a finite
impulse response (FIR) for stability consideration:

KMF(θ, q−1) = h0 +h1q−1 +· · ·+hnq−n ,

(50.39)

where θ is the filter coefficient vector θ = [h0 h1 · · · hn]T

and n is the order of KMF. The feed-forward compensa-
tion motion can be expressed as

xMF(k) = GM(q−1)KMF(q−1)xs(k)

= KMF(q−1)GM(q−1)xs(k)

= KMF(q−1)x f (k)

= θTφ(k −1) , (50.40)

where x f (k) = GM(q−1)xs(k), φ(k) = [x f (k) x f (k −
1) · · · x f (k −n)]T. Since x f (k) is not directly measur-
able, it is estimated by passing xs(k) through the model
of the microactuator ĜM:

x f (k) = ĜM(q−1)xs(k) . (50.41)

The coefficients of θ is tuned in such a way that E{e2
a(k)}

is minimized. However, ea is not directly measurable.
What we have is the PES, and it can be expressed as

PES(k) = ea(k)+ er(k) , (50.42)

where er represents the tracking error resulting from all
other disturbance sources except for the airflow turbu-
lence acting on the suspension. It is roughly valid to
assume that wv and r are uncorrelated, then we have

E{PES2(k)} = E
{

e2
a(k)

}
+ E

{
e2

r (k)
}

. (50.43)

Thus, minimizing E{e2
a(k)} is equivalent to minimizing

E{PES2(k)}, and we can utilize the PES as a corrupted
error signal to perform the adaptation. With ea corrupted
by er, there will be some degradation in feed-forward
compensation performance, and a little longer time is
needed for the adaptation process to converge.
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Fig. 50.32a–d Power spectra of the PES for various system configurations (a)Rotary microactuator, decoupling design
(b)Rotary microactuator, LMI design (c)Translational microactuator, decoupling design (d)Translational microactuator,
LMI design

Simulation Results
Simulations are conducted to investigate the per-
formance of systems with different structures and
controllers. In the simulation, the reference signal r is
generated from a combination of various sources, such
as repeatable track runout, disk fluttering, low-frequency
torque disturbances to the VCM, etc. Measurement
noises are injected into the system at proper locations.

Figure 50.32 shows the simulation results for various
configurations, in which FF means adaptive feed-
forward compensation using xs. Comparing (a) and (c),
we can see significant differences between the rotary
and translational microactuators, especially in the high

frequency range. There are almost no resonance modes
showing up in (c) due to the coupling effect. Comparing
(a) and (b), we see that the LMI design achieves better
performance than the decoupling design by optimally
shaping the sensitivity function and making a better bal-
ance between the attenuation of r and wv. From (c) and
(d), we can see more clearly the improvement achieved
by optimal frequency shaping.

Table 50.2 summarizes the simulation results in
more detail. In the table, the total PES has been de-
composed into two parts: PES(wv) and PES(r), where
PES(wv)≡ ea and PES(r)≡ er. After this decomposi-
tion, we can more clearly see the improvement by
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Table 50.2 Performance comparison between various plants and control designs

Plant Parameter Tracking PES(r) (nm) PES(wv) (nm) Total PES (nm)
type variation controller no FF with FF no FF with FF no FF with FF

R CE12 Nom Decp 3.62 3.57 3.98 3.10 (22%) 5.38 4.73 (12%)

T Nom. CE13 Decp 3.49 3.51 0.96 0.65 (32%) 3.62 3.57 (2%)

R Min. LMI 2.75 2.73 2.75 2.53 (8%) 3.89 3.72 (5%)

R Nom. LMI 2.77 2.74 2.32 2.18 (6%) 3.61 3.50 (3%)

R Max. LMI 2.99 2.93 2.46 2.09 (15%) 3.87 3.60 (7%)

T Min. LMI 2.81 2.82 1.90 1.40 (26%) 3.39 3.15 (7%)

T Nom. LMI 2.78 2.78 1.56 1.28 (18%) 3.19 3.06 (4%)

T Max. LMI 2.81 2.79 1.67 1.35 (19%) 3.27 3.10 (5%)

Table 50.3 Parameter variations of plant resonance modes

Parameters Variations
Min. Nom. Max.

Suspension natural frequencies −10% 0 +10%

(ωi )

Microactuator natural frequency −15% 0 +15%

(ωm)

Damping coefficient −20% 0 +20%

(ζi , ζm)

Modal constants −5% 0 +5%

(Ai , Am)

adaptive feed-forward compensation. In the table, R
and T denote the rotary and translational plant cases,
respectively. Two aforementioned design methods are
employed: sensitivity-decoupling design and the LMI
design. For plant parameter variation, three plant situa-
tions are considered: minimum, nominal and maximum.
They indicate how much the plant’s modal parameters
vary, as specified in Table 50.3. In Table 50.2, those
percentage numbers indicate how much improvement
that is achieved by adaptive feed-forward compensation
compared to the cases without FF as shown in the left
columns.

Several conclusions can be drawn from Table 50.2.

1. The translational microactuator case always per-
forms better than the rotary microactuator case in
the attenuation of airflow-excited suspension vibra-
tions, no matter what kind of design approach is
used. We also see that the improvement is mainly
achieved by reducing PES(wv). Obviously this is due
to the coupling/filtering effect of the translational
microactuator on suspension vibration.

2. The LMI design achieves better performance than
the decoupling design by better balancing the attenu-
ation of PES(r) and PES(wv). For the R-N case CE

14 ,

both PES(r) and PES(wv) are reduced by the LMI
design, while for the T-N case, the LMI design re-
duces PES(r) significantly by amplifying PES(wv)
a little, yielding a smaller total PES. This trend can
also be seen from Fig. 50.32.

3. Adaptive feed-forward compensation can further at-
tenuate PES(wv), especially when there is plant
variation. In practical implementation, the strain
sensor may pick up some resonance modes that
do not contribute to head offtrack motion. These
modes are called non-offtrack modes and appear
as measurement noise in feed-forward compen-
sation. Optimization in sensor placement and
orientation is therefore necessary to improve the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for better vibration com-
pensation [50.32].

4. A combination of the LMI design and adaptive
feed-forward compensation can achieve the best
performance with fairly good performance robust-
ness. For the rotary microactuator case, performance
degradation under plant variation is less than 6%,
while the degradation is less than 3% for the trans-
lational microactuator case. Again, the translational
microactuator case achieves better performance ro-
bustness partially due to the coupling/filtering effect,
which is very robust to parameter variations.

50.3.4 Multi-Rate Robust Track-Following
Control: A Direct Approach

The controller design procedure in the previous section
consists of three steps: fast-rate minor-loop damping
controller design, down-sampling, and slow-rate outer-
loop track-following controller design. In other words,
controllers with different sampling rates have been de-
signed separately. In contrast, in this section, we will
present a robust control technique which directly designs
a multi-rate controller. The model under consideration
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in this section is the same as the one explained in
Sect. 50.3.3.

Design Procedure for Multi-Rate Controllers
A multi-rate robust track-following problem is formu-
lated as follows. Design a discrete-time controller K
which has two outputs (uv, um) and three inputs
(PES, ys, ym), where ys := xs +n3 and ym := xm +n2
are noise-corrupted signals, such that the PES has a small
RMS value, and that the closed-loop system is robustly
stable for uncertainties ∆V and ∆M, as well as paramet-
ric uncertainties in GV and GM. Next, we shall provide
a procedure to design a controller which solves this
problem.

A Generalized Plant
First, we construct a continuous-time generalized plant,
which reflects the robust track-following problem, as de-
picted in Fig. 50.33, by extracting the uncertainties and
by connecting a discrete-time controller K with a multi-
rate sampler S and a zero-order hold H . We discretize
the generalized plant by using the zeroth-order hold with
a sampling rate of 50 kHz.

Although our main goal is to obtain a small PES, we
have included (uv, um) in the controlled output channel,
to impose constraints on input magnitudes.

Derivation of a Periodically Time-Varying
System

Next, following the technique used in [50.?] TS
15 , the

multi-rate sampler S can be written mathematically as
S : ỹ(k) = Γ (k)y(k), k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , where {Γ (k)}k≥0 is
a sequence of matrices defined by CE

16

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩Γ (k) :=

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

I3, if k is even⎛
⎝0 0

0 I2

⎞
⎠ , if k is odd

⎫⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎭

k≥0

. (50.44)

The sequence {Γ (k)}k≥0 captures the multi-rate nature
of our problem; at even times, we sample all the mea-
surements, while at odd times, we cannot measure PES
because of its slow sampling rate. Similarly, we can ex-
press the hold H as H : u(k) = ũ(k), for k = 0, 1, 2, . . . .

This means that we send both control signals at the
fast sampling rate of 50 kHz, in order to achieve high
track-following performance of the closed-loop system.

Combining the sampler S and the hold H with the
discretized generalized plant results in the following pe-
riodically time-varying generalized plant. In our case,
this plant is periodically time-varying with period 2.

Gz2

∆υ
∆m

w2

w∞z∞

y u

y~ u~
S K H

Fig. 50.33 A generalized plant G with an uncertainty block
and a multi-rate controller

A Mixed H2/H∞ Control Problem
for the Periodically Time-Varying System
Using the generalized plant G, we formulate an op-

timization problem which reflects our control problem
as follows:

min
K

γ0 subject to

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

K stabilizes the nominal system,∣∣Tz2w2

∣∣
2 < γ0∣∣eT

i Tz∞w∞ei
∣∣ < γi , i = 1, 2,

(50.45)

where Tqp denotes the map from the channel p to the
channel q, ei is the i-th unit vector, and γi is a positive
scalar to be tuned by the designer.

We remark that the norms used in (50.45) are for
time-varying systems. The norm |·|2 is a generalization
of the standard H2 norm to a norm for time-varying sys-
tems, and is defined in [50.53]. On the other hand, the
norm |·| in (50.45) is used with an abuse of notation; it
means the �2-induced norm. We use this notation to em-
phasize that this optimization is a generalization of the
standard mixed H2/H∞ optimization for time-invariant
cases to that for time-varying cases. Roughly speaking,
the minimization of

∣∣Tz2w2

∣∣
2 corresponds to the mini-

mization of the RMS value of the PES, while the norm
constraints on

∣∣eT
i Tz∞w∞ei

∣∣∞ lead to robust stability
against plant uncertainties ∆V and ∆M.

Results in [50.53–55] showed that many im-
portant control synthesis problems for time-varying
systems can be solved in a very similar way to those
for time-invariant systems. Moreover, for periodically
time-varying systems, these problems can be reduced
to finite-dimensional convex optimization problems,

TS
15 Please give cite.

CE
16 Please confirm brackets in this equation
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which can be solved by using linear matrix inequalities
(LMIs). The designed controller becomes periodically
time-varying with the same period as the original time-
varying system.

Simulation Results
The order of the designed periodically time-varying
controller was 13. To evaluate the effectiveness of the
multi-rate controller, we have also designed a single-
rate controller, in which all output signals are sampled
with the same 25 kHz rate as the PES. For compari-
son, we have set the same robust stability constraints,
γ1, γ2 in (50.45), during both the multi-rate and single-
rate designs. For the single-rate case, the controller is
time-invariant, and the order of the controller is also 13.

First, time domain simulations have been done
for both controllers. The PES signals are shown in
Fig. 50.34, where we can notice that the multi-rate con-
troller achieves a smaller RMS value than its single-rate
counterpart. This is also confirmed by the PES RMS
values shown in Table 50.4. As can be seen in both the
figures and the table, the track-following property can
be greatly (about 30%) improved by using the multi-
rate controller, with the same guaranteed robust stability
margin. This illustrates the efficiency of the multi-rate
controller for track-following.

Next, we test the robustness of the controllers. We
have randomly generated, 1000 times, parameter varia-
tions within the ranges in Table 50.4, and checked how
many times the multi-rate mixed H2/H∞ controller and
the multi-rate H2 (LQG) controller stabilize the closed-
loop system. A simulation result is shown in Table 50.5,
where one can see that the multi-rate mixed H2/H∞ con-
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Fig. 50.34 The position error signals for the multi-rate controller (left figure) and for the single-rate controller (right
figure)

Table 50.4 Comparison of RMS values of the PES for the
multi-rate and the single-rate controllers

RMS of PES (nm)

Mixed H2/H∞ Multi-rate 4.414

Single-rate 6.274

LQG Multi-rate 1.3659

Single-rate 2.1958

Table 50.5 Robustness test

Controller Number of stabilized cases

Mixed H2/H∞ 956/1000

LQG 648/1000

troller is significantly more robust than the multi-rate
LQG controller.

50.3.5 Dual-Stage Seek Control Design

Because the inertia of a microactuator is much smaller
than that of the VCM, it can produce a larger
acceleration and move faster than the VCM. The mo-
tion range of a microactuator is usually limited to
a few micrometers, however. Thus the performance
improvement in seek control madepossible by using
dual-stage actuation will mainly be in short-distance
seeks.

Two-degree-of-freedom (2-DOF) position control
has been a very popular control technique in short-
distance seeks. A 2-DOF control technique utilizing
decoupled feed-forward reference trajectories has been
developed for short-span seek control using a PZT-
actuated suspension dual-stage servo system [50.56].
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The same technique can also be applied to seek
control of MEMS microactuator dual-stage servo
systems.

Figure 50.35 shows a block diagram for dual-stage
short-span seek control design using this method. In
the figure, xd

V and xd
R are the desired seek trajecto-

ries of the VCM and the microactuator respectively.
KVF and KRF are zero-phase-error tracking feed-
forward controllers (ZPETFFC) generated using the
VCM model GV and the damped microactuator model
GR [50.57].

To minimize the residual vibration after a seek oper-
ation, minimum-jerk seek trajectories were applied to
both the VCM and the microactuator. These can be
generated by [50.58]

xd
V(t)=60 ds

[
1

10

(
t

TV

)5

− 1

4

(
t

TV

)4

+ 1

6

(
t

TV

)3
]

,

(50.46)

xd
R =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

60
(
ds − xd

V(T )
)

×
[

1
10

( t
T

)5− 1
4

( t
T

)4+ 1
6

( t
T

)3
]

t ≤ T

ds − xd
V(t) t > T

,

(50.47)

where ds is the distance of the head from the target
track, T is the time when the head reaches the target
track if dual-stage actuator is used, while TV is the time
when the head reaches the target track if only VCM is

used. TV and T can be chosen based on the control force
saturation and seek performance requirements.

Figure 50.36 shows the 1 µm seek responses of the
dual-stage actuator for the MIMO design. Overshoot was

xV

xp

VPES
KV

PES
+

+

–

–

KM

KRR

l/KRS

GV

GM

+
KRF

KVF

xd
V

xd
R xd

P

–

+

+

RPES

Fig. 50.35 Dual-stage seek control design

Dual-stage one track seek
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Fig. 50.36 Dual-stage short-span seek response

eliminated, and no obvious residual vibrations occurred.
The seek time using the dual-stage actuator is about
0.25 ms, compared to a seek time of about 0.7 ms if only
the VCM is used.

50.4 Conclusions and Outlook

In order to increase hard-disk-drive storage density,
high-bandwidth dual-stage servo systems are necessary
to suppress disturbances and increase servo precision.
Various prototype MEMS microactuators have been de-
signed and fabricated to provide a dual-stage actuation
system. The most common approach for these proto-
types is to use electrostatic driving arrays produced by
MEMS fabrication methods.

MEMS microactuators provide a potentially high-
performance and low-cost solution for achieving the
servo requirements for extremely high HDD storage

density. Simulations and experiments show that many
MEMS microactuator features, such as integrated sil-
icon gimbals and capacitive relative-position-sensing
arrays, can meet important requirements for operation
of HDDs. The use of structural electrical isolation in the
microactuator design could considerably reduce micro-
actuator driving voltages, while processes that avoid the
use of silicon-on-insulator wafers or high-temperature
processing steps could reduce manufacturing costs.
High-bandwidth dual-stage track-following controllers
have been designed using both a decoupled SISO design
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nanometer servo precision

method and a variety of robust design methods, among
others. In addition, short-span seeking control using
a 2-DOF control structure with decoupled feed-forward
trajectory generation can greatly reduce the short-span
seek time.

Research remains to be done in the areas of system
integration, reliability, and performance enhancement
for this technology to be utilized in commercial prod-
ucts. Cost and reliability are probably the most important
obstacles to commercial implementation of actuated-
slider dual-stage servo systems at this time. Streamlining
of microactuator fabrication processes or development
of a process compatible with that of the slider and head
fabrication could reduce manufacturing costs, which
are not quite yet economical. Meanwhile, dynamic
behavior and reliability of the microactuator under
disturbances from airflow, head–disk interaction, and
particle presence are being studied experimentally by
industry.

Further in the future, to achieve nanometer servo pre-
cision, third-generation dual-stage servo systems will
have to employ an actuated head approach. Research
in this area has just started, with the key problem
being how to combine microactuator fabrication with
read/write head fabrication. Another area of research is
the use of MEMS technology to incorporate additional
sensors, such as accelerometers and strain-gage vibra-
tion sensors, to suppress the TMR due to airflow and

external disturbances excited structural vibrations CE
17 .

New robust, adaptive MIMO control architectures and
algorithms must be developed for such a multisensing
multiactuation servo system.

Besides the application of MEMS microactuators
in dual-stage servo control of traditional rotating me-
dia magnetic HDDs, recent advances in MEMS and
nanotechnology have made possible the development of
a new class of miniaturized ultra-high-density storage
devices that use probe arrays for recording and read-
ing data. This new architecture abandons the traditional
rotating media and flying-slider paradigm in favor of par-
allel x–y scanning of entire probe arrays over a storage
medium. The probe arrays and/or the media are moved
with electrostatic or electromagnetic microactuators that
generate x–y in-plane relative motion, as well as z-axis
out-of-plane relative motion. One example of this new
generation of storage devices is IBM’s millipede, which
utilizes atomic force microscopy (AFM) recording tech-
nology [50.59]. Data is recorded on a polymer media by
tiny depressions melted by a thermomechanical process
by the AFM tips. 400 Gb/in2 bit patterns have been
demonstrated using thermal probes.

By any of the paths above, MEMS and nanotech-
nology will become a basic enabling technology for
the development of future data storage devices, offering
the capabilities of small size, low power consumption,
ultra-high densities, low cost, and high performance.
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